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NVTC COMMISSION MEETING 
THURSDAY, JANUARY 4, 2007 

8:00 PM. 
 

NVTC CONFERENCE ROOM 
 

 
NOTE: A buffet supper will be available for attendees before the meeting. 

 
 

AGENDA 
 

 1.  Minutes of NVTC Meeting of December 7, 2006. 
 

Recommended Action:  Approval. 
 
 

2. Election of 2007 Officers and Oath of Office. 
 
NVTC’s Executive Committee, serving as a nominating committee, has 
presented a slate of nominations for NVTC Chairman, Vice-Chairman 
and Secretary-Treasurer. 
 
Recommended Action:  Elect officers.  Chairman Connolly will 
administer the oath of office to the newly elected officers.  The new 
chairman will present a small gift to Chairman Connolly to honor him 
for his service. 

 
 

3.  Selection of NVTC Representatives to Boards and Committees. 
 

NVTC’s commissioners serve on the WMATA, VRE and Virginia 
Transit Association Boards.  NVTC also has standing Executive and 
Legislative committees, with the Executive Committee to also serve as 
an audit committee. 
 
Recommended Action:  Act on the recommendations of NVTC’s 
jurisdictions to elect two principal and two alternate members of the 
WMATA Board.  Elect three principals and at least one alternate to the 
VRE Operations Board.  Elect two principals and at least three 
alternate members of the VTA Board.  Executive Committee  
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membership is determined by the NVTC By-Laws while the new NVTC 
Chairman will appoint the Chairman and members of the Legislative 
Committee. 
 
 

4. Designation of NVTC Signatories and Pension Trustees. 
 

Each year NVTC designates its new Secretary-Treasurer to join     
selected staff as signatories and pension trustees. 

 
      Recommended Action:  Approve Resolution #2047. 

 
 

5. Review of 2006 NVTC Accomplishments. 
 

NVTC staff will report to the commission on progress during 
calendar 2006. 
 
Presentation Item. 

 
 

6. Public Hearing on and Approval of NVTC’s 2007 Workprogram 
and Meeting Schedule. 
 
The draft workprogram and schedule have been available for 
review by the public for a month on NVTC’s website and were 
discussed by local staff. Staff will provide a brief summary of the 
proposed workprogram preceding a public hearing. 

 
Recommended Action:  After a public hearing and consideration 
of the comments made by the public, approve the workprogram  
and schedule for 2007.  

 
 

7. VRE Items  
 
A. Report from the VRE Operations Board (with minutes of the   
      meeting of December 15,2006) and from VRE’s CEO-- 
      Information Item. 
 
B. Consideration of Revisions to the VRE Master Agreement Relating 

to Governance and Subsidy Allocation—Information Item. 
 
C. Washington D.C. to Richmond Third Track Feasibility Study—

Information Item. 
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D. FY 2008 VRE Budget and FY 2007 Budget Revisions—Action 
Item/Resolution #2048. 

 
E. Contract Amendment with Scheidt & Bachmann for Fare Collection 

Equipment Maintenance—Action Item/Resolution #2049 
 

F. Extend CSXT Operating/Access Agreement—Action 
Item/Resolution #2050. 

 
G. Extend NS Operating/Access Agreement—Action Item/Resolution 

#2051. 
 

 
8. Award of Contract for Hydrogen Fuel Injection Bus 

Demonstration. 
 

NVTC staff issued a request for proposals for this state-funded 
demonstration on December 8, 2007.  A committee of staff from state 
and local agencies will review the proposals and recommend a firm. 
 
Recommended Action: Authorize NVTC’s executive director to execute 
a contract with the top-ranked firm and issue the notice to proceed. 

 
 

9. Change Order for SmarTrip Farebox Contract. 
 

Fairfax County is purchasing additional driver training and an additional 
garage data system.  Alexandria is purchasing additional maintenance 
training. 
 
Recommended Action:  Authorize NVTC’s executive director to 
execute a contract change order with Cubic Transportation Systems, 
Inc. for an amount not to exceed $162,000.  Funding will be provided 
by Fairfax County and Alexandria. 

 
 
10. NVTC Draft FY 2008 Budget 

 
A preliminary version was discussed in September, 2006 and 
forwarded to NVTC’s jurisdictions.  Action will be requested at the 
commission’s February meeting.  Budget expenditures and state and 
local contributions are virtually unchanged from FY 2007.  The 
performance objectives and measures described in the 2007 
workprogram are an integral part of this budget. 
 
Discussion Item. 
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11. Legislative Items. 
 

Staff will describe recent developments prior to the start of the 2007 
General Assembly session. 
 
Discussion Item. 
 

 
12. WMATA Items. 
 

A. FY 2008 Budget Proposal. 
 

B. Results of the Regional Bus Conference. 
 
Information Item.   

 
13. Regional Transportation Items. 

 
A. Transportation Technology Summit. 
 
B.  National Surface Transportation Policy and Revenue Study   
     Commission. 

 
C. Urban Partnership Agreements. 

 
Information Item. 
 
 

14. NVTC Financial Reports for November, 2006. 
 

Information Item. 
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AGENDA ITEM #1                              
                

MINUTES 
NVTC COMMISSION MEETING – DECEMBER 7, 2006 

NVTC CONFERENCE ROOM – ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 
 

The meeting of the Northern Virginia Transportation Commission was 
called to order by Chairman Connolly at 8:20 P.M. 
 
Members Present 
Sharon Bulova 
Gerald Connolly 
Adam Ebbin  
Paul Ferguson 
Catherine M. Hudgins 
Tanya Husick (DRPT) 
Dana Kauffman 
Timothy Lovain (Alternate, City of Alexandria) 
Elaine McConnell  
Scott Silverthorne 
David F. Snyder 
Mary Margaret Whipple 
Christopher Zimmerman 
 
 
Members Absent 
David Albo  
Eugene Delgaudio 
Jeannemarie Devolites Davis 
William D. Euille 
Jay Fisette 
Joe May 
Thomas Rust 
Paul Smedberg  
 
 
Staff Present 
Rhonda Gilchrest 
Scott Kalkwarf 
Jana Lynott 
Adam McGavock 
Kala Quintana 
Steve MacIsaac (VRE) 
Elizabeth Rodgers 
Jennifer Straub (VRE) 
Richard K. Taube 
Dale Zehner (VRE) 
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Oath of Office for New NVTC Alternate 
 
 Chairman Connolly administered the oath of office to Timothy Lovain, a 
new alternate for the city of Alexandria.  Commissioners welcomed Mr. Lovain to 
NVTC. 
 
 
Minutes of NVTC’s Meeting of November 2, 2006 
 
 On a motion by Mrs. Hudgins and a second by Mrs. Bulova, the 
commission unanimously approved the minutes.  The vote in favor was cast by 
commissioners Bulova, Connolly, Ebbin, Ferguson, Hudgins, Husick, Kauffman, 
Lovain, McConnell, Silverthorne, Snyder, Whipple and Zimmerman. 
 
 
NVTC’s Legislative Agenda for 2007 
 
 Mr. Taube reported that on November 29th NVTC’s Legislative Committee 
conferred by teleconference to review a draft Legislative Agenda for state and 
federal actions in 2007.  Chairman Connolly chaired that meeting and additional 
members participating on the call included Commissioners Euille, Ferguson and 
Snyder.  NVTC’s MAC group has also reviewed the draft agenda, which is 
compatible with the positions of NVTA and VRE. 
 
 Mr. Snyder moved, with a second by Mr. Zimmerman, to approve the 2007 
Legislative Agenda.  The vote in favor was cast by commissioners Bulova, 
Connolly, Ebbin, Ferguson, Hudgins, Husick, Kauffman, Lovain, McConnell, 
Silverthorne, Snyder, Whipple and Zimmerman. 
 
 
Code Orange/Red Free Bus Fare Program  
 

Mr. Taube stated that NVTC manages a program of free bus fares on 
forecast Code Red air quality days using CMAQ funds.  It is proposed to expand 
the program to include forecast Code Orange days as well as forecast Code Red 
days.  NVTC has available about $1.4 million in carryover funds from summer of 
2007, plus $1.1 million of CMAQ funds approved by the NVTA on November 9, 
2006.  Of the new funds, $50,000 would go for an evaluation of the effectiveness 
of the program and $80,000 for promoting the project.    Mr. Taube stated that 
the commission is asked to authorize NVTC staff to: 
 

1) Utilize $1.1 million of new CMAQ funding (advanced from the FY 2008 
program).  
 

2) Combine these new funds with $1.4 million remaining unspent from 
previous NVTC CMAQ grants. 
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3) Broaden the existing eligibility for the program to reimburse free bus 
fares on days forecast by MWCOG to be Code Orange as well as 
Code Red, beginning in summer of 2007. 

 
4) Revise the administrative agreements with participating bus systems to 

reflect the changes. 
 
5) Secure TIP amendments from TPB and contract amendments from 

DRPT, as required. 
 
6) Issue a Request for Proposals for a consulting firm to conduct onboard 

bus passenger surveys and perform an evaluation of the program’s 
effectiveness in accomplishing improved air quality. 

 
7) Develop a marketing plan to promote the expanded program and 

measure the effectiveness of promotional techniques. 
 

8) Return to NVTA’s Interim Technical Committee by early September, 
2007 with an interim report and to the commission by November 1, 
2007 with a final evaluation report and recommendations for the future 
of the program. 

 
Senator Whipple moved, with a second by Mrs. Bulova, to approve the 

recommendations. 
 
Mr. Zimmerman stated that as this program gets bigger, it will be important 

to ask the hard question whether this is a good way to spend $1 million of CMAQ 
funds.  Mr. Taube explained that an evaluation will be conducted as part of the 
process, which will help answer that question.  Mr. Zimmerman stated that 
information is needed about how many commuters riding on Code Red days are 
regular riders or are they actually changing their commute.  He stated that he is 
skeptical about spending $2.5 million without having a clear indication that this 
program is effective.   

 
Senator Whipple expressed her concern about providing “free” service 

because a lot of people are going to be riding anyway.  She suggested having a 
discounted fare.  Mr. Taube stated that the survey could ask riders their 
intentions and what they would do if there were a smaller fare.  He pointed out 
the difficulty with programming fare boxes on short notice.  

 
Mr. Ferguson suggested using the funds to buy down bus fares over an 

extended period, since the goal is to increase bus ridership.  Tom Biesaidny of 
Fairfax County explained that the goal of Ozone Alert Days is to increase 
ridership but more importantly to reduce emissions.  Mr. Ferguson suggested 
providing buy downs during the summer months.  In response to a question from 
Chairman Connolly, Mr. Biesiadny stated that Northern Virginia is committed 
through MWAQC to providing free fares on Code Red days as part of its 
contribution to reducing emissions. 
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Ms. Husick stated that the idea behind adding more funds this year was to 
give the Code Red program a full last swing to see what would happen if the 
program was well-promoted.  Members of the Technical Committee have 
differing opinions on the effectiveness of the program. 
 
 Mrs. Hudgins stated that in regards to emissions reductions, it may be 
better to use the funds to promote stay-at-home and telework activities on Code 
Red days.  Mr. Silverthorne observed that big companies, such as Capital One, 
are already doing that; however, there is no coordination on a regional basis. 
 
 Mrs. Hudgins suggested amending the motion to include looking into how 
to promote telework components through the Code Red program.  Senator 
Whipple accepted the amendment.  Chairman Connolly asked that the motion 
also include an amendment that would include some analysis to make sure that 
the program is generating new riders who don’t normally ride.  Senator Whipple 
stated that she would accept the amendment as long as it does not interrupt the 
time frame.  Mr. Taube stated that it wouldn’t. 
 

Senator Whipple suggested that the survey ask detailed questions to get 
the most information possible.  Mr. Taube stated that he would bring the survey 
back to the commission for review before it is implemented. 
 

Chairman Connolly clarified that the amended motion is to approve the 
recommendation and to include telework as a component, to identify the extent of 
new ridership as well as to direct staff to bring back the survey to the commission 
for review.  The motion passed with the following commissioners voting in favor 
of the motion:  Bulova, Ebbin, Ferguson, Hudgins, Husick, Kauffman, Lovain, 
McConnell, Silverthorne, Snyder and Whipple.  Chairman Connolly and Mr. 
Zimmerman voted no. 
 
 
Authority to Issue a Request for Proposals for a Hydrogen Fuel Injection Bus 
Demonstration  
 
 Mr. Taube stated that the commission is asked to authorize release of the 
Request for Proposals.  Up to $86,600 is available in a state grant for this project.  
It is anticipated that staff will return to the commission on January 4, 2007 for 
authority to award the contract.   The fuel injection system will be placed in 
service on four CUE buses in the city of Fairfax and fuel savings and emissions 
reductions will be measured and reported over the next nine months.  The final 
report is expected to be completed in January, 2008. 
 
 In response to a question by Mr. Snyder, Mr. McGavock explained that 
there is no hydrogen stored on the buses and thus there is no potential danger. 
 
 On a motion by Mr. Zimmerman and a second by Mr. Ferguson, the 
commission unanimously authorized the release of the RFP.  The vote in favor 
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was cast by commissioners Bulova, Connolly, Ebbin, Ferguson, Hudgins, Husick, 
Kauffman, Lovain, McConnell, Silverthorne, Snyder, Whipple and Zimmerman. 
 
 
Authority to Execute a Contract for Senior Transit Training 
 

Ms. Lynott stated that the commission is asked to authorize NVTC’s 
executive director to sign a contract with the Partnership TMA of Montgomery 
County, Pennsylvania to provide group and individual instruction to 50-60 seniors 
as a pilot project on how to use public buses and trains in Northern Virginia.  
Authority is also requested to issue the notice to proceed upon receipt of 
insurance certifications and other requirements.  The contract amount will not 
exceed $85,000 and will be paid for with NVTC’s $150,000 VDOT/NVRC pilot 
planning grant for Phase II of the commission’s Senior Mobility Project. 
 
 Senator Whipple observed that this seems like a lot of money since it 
averages out to approximately $1,000 per person.  Ms. Lynott responded that it is 
a two-day group training session in five locations across Northern Virginia, as 
well as the opportunity for 30 seniors to receive individual one-on-one instruction 
with a travel trainer.   
 

Mr. Kauffman stated that he hopes the process is tied into senior citizen 
communities and that some senior center staff are trained to instill this 
knowledge to seniors and make it part of  regular courses at the centers.  Ms. 
Lynott stated that she has been working closely with senior center staff and they 
will be invited to attend the training sessions.  Chairman Connolly observed that it 
is much more beneficial to train senior center staff because they can turn around 
and train many more seniors.  Ms. Lynott stated that part of the pilot program is 
to learn the best way to train seniors and what works best to reaching out to 
seniors.   
 

Senator Whipple stated that she sees the point in taking seniors on one-
on-one trips, but suggested that, as well as one-on-one training, a trainer should 
take seniors two-at-a-time so they can go together and reinforce each other.  A 
comparison can be made between one-on-one and training several at one time. 

 
Mrs. Hudgins stated that the project seems very comprehensive and 

transferable.  She asked if language minorities will also be targeted.  Ms. Lynott 
explained that they are not being targeted at this time.   

 
Mr. Taube stated that commissioners need to keep in mind that this is a 

pilot project and the evaluation process will be important.  NVTC has developed 
a technique and will follow its effectiveness and measure if it works. 
 

Mr. Zimmerman stated that the evaluation process is very important to 
determine what is most effective and what techniques work, because it impacts  
future funding decisions.  Mr. Ferguson stated that the bottom line is to 
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encourage people to use transit who aren’t currently doing so.  He suggested 
local officials ride along during the training session. 
 

Mrs. Hudgins expressed her concern that is important to give assistance 
to language minority communities.  Different communities will need to be 
targeted differently. 
 

Chairman Connolly stated that he cannot support the motion if only 50-60 
seniors are being trained at that cost, but he can support it if the program is 
developing a template of techniques on how to train seniors to use Metro.  Mr. 
Taube reassured the commission that this is the intent.  Chairman Connolly also 
agreed with Ms. Hudgins that is important to look at other ethnic and minority 
groups. 
 

Mr. Kauffman stated that it is important to train seniors to use transit in 
areas where they can easily access transit.  Ms. Lynott explained that part of the 
selection criteria was that a person has to live within ¼ mile of a bus route. 
 

Mr. Kauffman moved, with a second by Mr. Zimmerman, to authorize a 
contract be executed for senior transit training, with the understanding that the 
process will develop a template of techniques on how to train seniors to use 
Metro.  The vote in favor was cast by commissioners Bulova, Connolly, Ebbin, 
Ferguson, Hudgins, Husick, Kauffman, Lovain, McConnell, Silverthorne, Snyder, 
Whipple and Zimmerman. 

 
 
Authority to Purchase Additional SmarTrip Fareboxes and Associated Equipment 
 

Mr. Taube explained that several local transit operators would like to equip 
their new vehicles with SmarTrip-compatible fareboxes, or make changes to their 
existing equipment orders.  Cubic is willing to provide and install this equipment 
as a change order to its existing contract with NVTC.  Accordingly, the 
commission is asked to authorize its executive director to execute the proposed 
change order and to arrange with local jurisdictions to pay all of the costs totaling 
$296,685.  NVTC staff will ask each jurisdiction to provide a letter stating its 
intent to purchase the additional fareboxes and parts, and providing authorization 
for NVTC to do so on their behalf.   

 
The change order provides for 22 additional SmarTrip fareboxes for 

Fairfax Connector ($269,370), exchange of a “through the wall” cashbox vault for 
a standard vault and mobile bins for PRTC ($27,315), and exchange of two 
“golden chassis” test beds for one portable data unit for all of Northern Virginia’s 
transit systems (no cost impact). 
 
 Mrs. McConnell moved, with a second by Mrs. Bulova, to authorize the 
executive director to execute the proposed change order and to arrange with 
local jurisdictions to pay the costs. 
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 In response to a question from Mrs. Hudgins, Mr. Taube explained that 
this is a change order and, if approved, the contract would be executed on 
December 8, 2006.   
 
 The commission then voted on the motion and it passed.  The vote in 
favor was cast by commissioners Bulova, Connolly, Ebbin, Ferguson, Hudgins, 
Husick, Kauffman, Lovain, McConnell, Silverthorne, Snyder, Whipple and 
Zimmerman. 
 
 
VRE Items 
 
 Report from the VRE Operations Board and VRE Chief Executive Officer.   
Mrs. Bulova urged commissioners to read the minutes of the November 17, 2006 
VRE Operations Board meeting.    
 
 Consent Agenda Items.   Mrs. Bulova moved, with a second by Mrs. 
McConnell, to approve the following Consent Agenda items: 
 

• Resolution #2024:  VRE FY 2007 Audited Financial Statements. 
 

• Resolution #2025:  VRE 2007 Legislative Agenda. 
 

• Resolution #2026:  MOU with Manassas for Joint Parking Facility. 
 

• Resolution #2027:  MOU with Fredericksburg for ADA Parking. 
 

• Resolution #2028: Contract for Variable Message Signs. 
  
 

The vote in favor was cast by commissioners Bulova, Connolly, Ebbin, 
Ferguson, Hudgins, Husick, Kauffman, Lovain, McConnell, Silverthorne, Snyder, 
Whipple and Zimmerman. 
 
 Proposed Governance/Formula Master Agreement Changes.   Mrs. 
Bulova reported that a task force of VRE Operations Board members and 
local/commission staff has recommended a set of changes to the Master 
Agreement.  Membership on the VRE Operations Board would be altered with 
two votes for jurisdictions with at least 15 percent of ridership and one vote for all 
others.  The subsidy allocation would also change over four years to eliminate 
the current population component and be based strictly on ridership. 
 
 Mr. Zehner gave a detailed presentation on the governance issues and 
the proposed changes to the Master Agreement and subsidy formula.  He 
reviewed the current structure of the Operations Board and the proposed 
changes, which include expanding membership of the Board to include all 
member jurisdictions with voting proportionate to ridership.  The allocation 
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formula, which would be phased in over a period of four years, would be based 
on system ridership with no population component.  He reminded the 
commission that all authority ultimately resides with the two commissions. 
 
 Mr. Zimmerman observed that Arlington and Alexandria together would be 
paying over $278,000 in subsidy, which is almost as much as what 
Fredericksburg or all Manassas Park would be paying, but Arlington and 
Alexandria will have no vote when a weighted vote based on ridership is called 
for, while all of the other jurisdictions will each have at least one vote.  The new 
jurisdictions that may join VRE in the future will be small and yet still have a vote, 
but Arlington and Alexandria won’t.  Mr. Zehner stated that he will take these 
concerns back to the task force.  He stated that Mrs. McConnell also had 
concerns that as the system expands Fairfax County could drop to one vote, but 
Fairfax County has been a major leader of the system since its inception.  
Chairman Connolly observed that if a jurisdiction’s ridership percentage 
decreases, its subsidy also decreases.  Mrs. Bulova stated that with this proposal 
every jurisdiction needs to give and take.  Fairfax County would reduce its 
subsidy, but would also lose some representation.  Smaller jurisdictions get a 
place at the table, but have to pay more. 
 
 Mrs. McConnell stated that the BRAC changes will significantly impact the 
I-95 corridor and VRE will be an important component for transporting 
commuters.  In 1984 when VRE planning began, there were lots of struggles and 
hardship and Fairfax County carried the brunt of the costs of VRE.  She stated 
that to lose its leadership now is really bothersome.  There needs to be some 
security in this.  Chairman Connolly stated that Mrs. McConnell has a good point.  
Equity needs to be achieved for Fairfax County taxpayers because the county 
has been unfairly subsidizing the VRE system for a long time.  Fairfax County 
helped to create the system, subsidize it, and keep it running, but this is 
unrecognized.  He also agreed with Mrs. Bulova that every jurisdiction has to 
give a little. 
 
 Mr. Kauffman stated that the challenge is compounded by the budget 
situation with jurisdictional subsidy increasing significantly.  VRE is seeking state 
assistance to hold harmless the jurisdictions to soften the financial burden. 
 
 Mr. Ferguson asked how he can explain to his constituents in Arlington 
these proposed changes.  Mr. Zehner stated that ridership was a driver in the 
allocation formula and membership on the Board.  Mr. Zimmerman stated that if 
allocation formula is based on ridership, then Arlington’s subsidy should be zero.  
Zero votes should mean zero dollars.  Arlington’s $165,000 should count as 
much as Manassas Park’s $165,000.  Arlington County has contributed to VRE 
since its inception.  Mr. Ferguson expressed his opinion that he is somewhat 
insulted that Arlington does not get a vote.  Arlington County is part of the team 
and contributes financially; however, if it’s not part of the team, then it shouldn’t 
have to contribute.  Mrs. Bulova offered to take these concerns back to the task 
force.   
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Chairman Connolly is sympathetic to Arlington’s point in general, but it is 
important to be practical and look at the dollars and cents.  To reduce Fairfax 
County voting representation to two votes while paying $4.5 million and to give 
Arlington one vote at $165,000, isn’t fair either.  Mr. Ferguson suggested having 
the vote weighted based on subsidy shares.  Mr. MacIsaac explained that the 
significant difference between Arlington and Alexandria as contributing 
jurisdictions is that they are not part of the debt issuance and therefore, not part 
of the risk. 
 
 
Transportation Incident Response Planning 
 

Ms. Lynott reported that there are completed draft plans for eight Metrorail 
stations in Northern Virginia.  During rush hour on August 7th a power outage at 
Franconia/Springfield Metrorail station provided an opportunity to test out the 
emergency plans.  It was a well-coordinated effort.  The operations level 
personnel do know the plans and how to implement them and there’s good 
communication within agencies.  However more needs to be done to share 
information across agencies.  There also needs to be a general communications 
protocol. On November 28th the region conducted a tabletop exercise to examine 
response plans, including those prepared by NVTC in cooperation with Northern 
Virginia transit systems.  The focus of the simulation was on communication. 
 
 Mr. Ferguson left the meeting and did not return. 
 
 Chairman Connolly stated that he hopes the region doesn’t spend a lot of 
money on planning for an unlikely scenario, where there would need to be a 
regionwide evacuation.  There is a need to focus on sectoral evacuations and 
sheltering in place plans.  Mrs. McConnell observed that a dirty bomb could 
affect a 26-mile radius and the region would need to be prepared to evacuate 
many people.   
 
 Mr. Snyder stated that an outstanding issue is who is in charge since there 
is no equivalent to an incident manager.  There still is a gap and there needs to 
be a way to make sure that information is flowing between agencies and the 
public.  It is important to create a regional entity that would fill that gap.  
Chairman Connolly stated that where the incident occurs would determine which 
jurisdiction is in charge. 
 
 
Metro Items 
 
 Preliminary Budget for FY 2008.  The presentation of the draft budget to 
WMATA’s Budget Committee has been postponed. 
 
 Regional Bus Conference.  The bus conference was held November 30th 
in Bethesda.  Metro’s new general manager, John Cato, attended the 
conference, although he hasn’t officially started his tenure at WMATA.    
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 FY 2006 Annual and First Quarter FY 2007 Finance Reports.  For FY 
2006 Metro ended $3 million under budget with record ridership and revenue 
growth.  Combined ridership systemwide was up 12 million from the previous 
year. But rail ridership leveled off in the first quarter. 
 
 New General Manager Selected.   Mr. John Cato is a native of D.C. and 
has been serving as second in command at the Los Angeles MTA.  He has 
particularly strong experience in bus operations and has pledged to continue 
customer service as Metro’s top priority. 
 
 Final Alignment for the Dulles Corridor Metrorail Project.  FTA has 
approved the amended Record of Decision for the project, which signifies the 
end of the planning process and identifies the final project alignment for the 23-
mile project, including the aerial portion through Tysons Corner. 
 
 
Regional Transportation Items 
   

Status of I-95 HOT/HOV Lanes.  The transit task force chaired by DRPT 
Director Tucker met at NVTC on November 3rd and December 6th. 
 
 Status of Congestion Pricing Demonstration.   Because of a requirement 
for congressional review, the anticipated release of program details in the 
Federal Register has been delayed.  Staff will reconvene to consider next steps 
soon after the notice appears. 
 
 Status of FAMPO Request for Federal Funding.  Ron Kirby of TPB intends 
to convene a meeting of designated recipients of federal formula assistance to 
learn of their reactions to the FAMPO proposal to divert some existing funds.   
 
 
Notice of Public Hearing on NVTC’s 2007 Work Program and Meeting Schedule 
 
 Chairman Connolly announced that at its meeting on January 4, 2007, 
NVTC will conduct a public hearing on its proposed 2007 Work Program and 
Meeting Schedule.   
 
 
Notice of Appointment of a Nominating Committee for 2007 NVTC Officers 
 
 Chairman Connolly stated that he appointed the Executive Committee to 
serve as the Nominating Committee.  The proposed slate of officers will be 
reported on NVTC’s website and mailed to commissioners prior to the January 
4th meeting at which the election of officers will occur. 
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NVTC Financial Items for October, 2006 
 
 The financial reports were provided to commissioners and there were no 
questions. 
 
 
 
Adjournment 
 

Without objection, Chairman Connolly adjourned the meeting at 10:00 
P.M. 
 
 
Approved this 4th day of January, 2007. 
 
 
      __________________________ 

Chairman 
 
 

____________________________ 
 
Secretary-Treasurer                        
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AGENDA ITEM #2 

 
MEMORANDUM 

 
TO: Chairman Connolly and NVTC Commissioners 
 
FROM: Rick Taube 
 
DATE: December 28, 2006  
 
SUBJECT: Election of NVTC Officers for 2007 and Oath of Office. 
             

    
NVTC’s executive committee, serving as a nominating committee, has 

recommended the following slate of officers for NVTC for 2007. 
 
 Chairman:  Hon. David Snyder 
 Vice-Chairman:  Hon. William Euille 
 Secretary-Treasurer: Hon. Chris Zimmerman 
 
 The commission should vote to select its 2007 officers. Chairman 
Connolly will administer the following oath to the new officers: 
 

I do solemnly swear that I will support the Constitution of the United States 
and the Commonwealth of Virginia and that I will faithfully discharge all the 
duties incumbent upon me as an officer of the Northern Virginia 
Transportation Commission, according to the best of my ability. 

 
 The newly elected chairman will present a gift to Chairman Connolly. 
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AGENDA ITEM #3 
 

MEMORANDUM 
 
TO:  Chairman Connolly and NVTC Commissioners 
 
FROM: Rick Taube  
 
DATE: December 28, 2006 
 
SUBJECT: Selection of NVTC Representatives to Boards and Committees. 
             
 
 
 The new NVTC chairman will announce NVTC nominations for the 
WMATA, VRE and VTA boards to be acted upon by the commission.  Some 
of these actions may be contingent on subsequent ratification by local boards 
and councils.  The chairman will also announce his committee assignments.  
Incumbents are listed below: 
 
WMATA Board 
 
 Principals     Alternates 
  
 Hon. Dana Kauffman   Hon Catherine M. Hudgins 
 Hon. Chris Zimmerman   Hon. William Euille 
 
VRE Board 
 
 Principals     Alternates 
  
 Hon. Sharon Bulova    Hon. Chris Zimmerman 
 Hon. Dana Kauffman    
 Hon. Elaine McConnell 
 
Virginia Transit Association Board of Directors 
 
 Principals     Alternates 
 
 Hon. Sharon Bulova    Hon. David F. Snyder 
 Hon. Chris Zimmerman   Hon. Mary Margaret Whipple 
       Richard K. Taube  
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NVTC Legislative Committee 
 
 Hon. Gerald Connolly (Chairman) 
 Hon. Dave Albo (House of Delegates) 
 Hon. Mary Margaret Whipple (Senate) 
 Hon. William Euille 
 Hon. Paul Ferguson 
 Hon. Scott Silverthorne 
 Hon. David F. Snyder 
 Hon. Eugene Delgaudio  
 
NVTC Executive Committee 
 
 Hon. David F. Snyder, Chairman (nominated) 
 Hon. William Euille, Vice Chairman (nominated) 

Hon. Chris Zimmerman Secretary-Treasurer (nominated) and WMATA Board 
 Hon. Dana Kauffman, WMATA Board 
 Hon. Mary Margaret Whipple, General Assembly 
 Hon. Gerald Connolly, Immediate Past Chairman 
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AGENDA ITEM #4 

 
 

MEMORANDUM 
 
TO:  Chairman Connolly and NVTC Commissioners 
 
FROM: Rick Taube  
 
DATE: December 28, 2006 
 
SUBJECT: Designation of NVTC Signatories and Pension Trustees 
             
 
 After NVTC’s new Secretary-Treasurer is elected, NVTC should adopt the 
attached resolution #2047.  The resolution will establish that the new officer is 
eligible to sign NVTC documents (including financial transactions) and to serve 
as trustee of NVTC’s Employees’ Pension Trust. 
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RESOLUTION #2047 
 

SUBJECT: Designation of NVTC Signatories and Pension Trustees. 
 
WHEREAS: The Honorable _______________ has been elected Secretary-

Treasurer of NVTC for 2007; and 
 
WHEREAS: NVTC desires that the person holding the office of Secretary-

Treasurer be designated as an official signatory as well as a 
pension trustee. 

 
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Northern Virginia Transportation  

Commission hereby selects the following persons to serve as 
NVTC signatories (who are eligible to sign individually for any 
transaction of less than $5,000 and with one other signatory for 
transactions of $5,000 or greater) and the same individuals shall 
serve as NVTC employees’ pension trustees. 
 
 
Hon. _________  Secretary-Treasurer 
Richard K. Taube  Executive Director 
Scott C. Kalkwarf  Director of Finance and Administration 
Colethia Quarles  Assistant Financial Officer 
 
 

 
Approved this 4th day of January, 2007. 
 
            

 
Chairman 

                                               
 
Secretary-Treasurer  
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AGENDA ITEM #5 

 
 

MEMORANDUM 
 
TO:  Chairman Connolly and NVTC Commissioners 
 
FROM: Rick Taube  
 
DATE: December 28, 2006 
 
SUBJECT: Review of 2005 NVTC Accomplishments. 
             
 

NVTC staff will present highlights on progress during 2006 on significant 
NVTC projects: 

 
• Jana Lynott (Director, Transportation Planning)—Senior Travel Training 

Pilot. 
• Adam McGavock (Director, Transportation Projects)—SmarTrip 

Fareboxes, Martha Project and NTD Data Collection. 
• Kala Quintana (Director, Public Outreach)—Electronic Schedules. 
• Scott Kalkwarf (Director, Finance and Administration)—Gas Tax 

Oversight. 
• Elizabeth Rodgers (Research Assistant)—Corridor Traffic Counts. 
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AGENDA ITEM #6 

 
 

MEMORANDUM 
 
TO:  Chairman Connolly  and NVTC Commissioners 
 
FROM: Rick Taube  
 
DATE: December 28, 2006 
 
SUBJECT: Public Hearing on and Approval of NVTC’s 2007 Workprogram and 

Schedule. 
             

 
The attached draft workprogram and schedule have been posted on 

NVTC’s website for a month for review by the public.  Local staff discussed the 
workprogram on November 21st.  Staff will provide a brief review prior to a public 
hearing. 

 
Following the public hearing, the commission is asked to approve the 

2007 workprogram and schedule with whatever revisions are appropriate based 
on the public’s input. 
 



NVTC’S 2007 GOALS, 
OBJECTIVES 

WORKPROGRAM AND 
MEETING SCHEDULE

WHAT’S NEW FOR 2007?



MEETING SCHEDULE

•First Thursday of each month.

•No meeting in August.

•February 1st meeting in Richmond 
on Local Government Day at 5:30 
p.m. in General Assembly Building.
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NVTC MISSION

3

To serve the public by providing a forum for elected 
officials to achieve an effective regional transportation 
network.  Focusing primarily on transit, NVTC will develop 
strategies, identify funding sources, advocate for 
additional funding, prioritize allocations, oversee transit 
systems such as VRE and WMATA, and pursue new 
transit programs.  NVTC will work to improve mobility, 
reduce traffic congestion, protect the environment and 
stimulate the regional economy by increasing transit and 
ridesharing use.



1. Develop policy and advocate favorable legislation:
Increase transit ridership, obtain adequate funding and coordinate 
priorities.

2. Seek and advocate funding:Stable and reliable transit funding 
from federal, state and private sources.

3. Coordinate transit service:Understandable fares, convenient 
schedules, good customer service, efficient performance.

4. Manage grants, contracts and trust funds:Allocate costs 
equitably, ensure compliance and invert safely and effectively.

5. Provide oversight for WMATA and VRE:Reduce costs and 
control local subsidy growth, improve service quality, facilitate regional 
cooperation.

6. Support coordinated regional efforts:Improve air quality, 
conserve energy, integrate land use and transportation, promote 
telework.

7. Deliver public information, marketing and customer 
service:Inform transit customers, taxpayers, elected officials and the 
media, identify NVTC as the primary“data agency” for transit in Northern 
Virginia.

4

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES



WORKPROGRAM ACTIONS

5

70 specific activities organized by goal.

New for 2007:
--Demonstration of hydrogen fuel injection transit diesel engines 
for air quality and fuel savings (final report due January, 2008).

--Phase 2 of senior mobility project to test recommended transit 
travel training strategies (training complete by July, 2007).

--Extend NVTC administrative budget performance objectives to 
entire organization for FY 2008 (currently in place for financial 
activities).

--Represent transit’s interests in development of HOT lane 
proposals, BRAC-related congestion relief and possible USDOT 
congestion pricing demonstrations.



WORKPROGRAM ACTIONS
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New for 2007:

--With COG/TPB and VDOT extend screen line traffic counts to 
corridors outside the Beltway to determine transit mode shares.

--Manage a consulting contract to develop, test and demonstrate 
software to use mobile phone technology to locate transit 
vehicles and allow customers to receive real-time arrival 
information.  Provide the results for use by smaller transit 
systems (final report due December, 2007).

--Expand free bus fares to forecast Code Orange Air Quality Alert 
days and evaluate effectiveness.

--Manage new federal grant applications for Alexandria, Arlington 
and Fairfax County ($2.5 million).



WORKPROGRAM ACTIONS
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Major emphasis in 2007:
--Continue to advocate legislative proposals for  dedicated 
funding for Metro as well as increased statewide transit 
assistance.  Use GIS mapping tools and other techniques 
to educate legislators, media and the public.

--Agree on and implement a new VRE subsidy allocation 
formula and governance structure.

--Complete installation of SmarTrip fareboxes for all of 
Northern Virginia’s local bus systems.



WORKPROGRAM ACTIONS
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Ongoing significant activities in 2007:

--Submit state grant applications with over $200 million of 
eligible reimbursable expenses.

--Manage $120-150 million of trust fund revenues.

--Oversee $217 million of co-owned VRE assets.

--Conduct tours of Northern Virginia transit facilities for 
legislators and senior state officials to demonstrate need 
for funding.



WORKPROGRAM ACTIONS

9

Ongoing significant activities in 2007:

--Employ database and spreadsheet models to ensure 
accurate allocation by the Virginia Department of Taxation 
of NVTC’s two percent gas tax revenues (about $35 million 
annually).

--Collect NTD transit system data to capture at least $5 
million annually of additional federal transit formula 
assistance. 

--Update and promote electronic transit schedules.

--Complete emergency response plans for remaining key 
Metrorail stations and ensure WMATA’s implementation.
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NVTC’S 2007 GOALS, OBJECTIVES 
AND WORKPROGRAM 

 
 
 
 
 

--DRAFT: December 7, 2006-- 
 



MONTH DATE

January 4

February 1*

March 1

April 5

May 3

June 7

July 5

August

September 6

October 4

November 1

December 6

2007 NVTC MEETING SCHEDULE

Review quarterly progress on NVTC’s workprogram.

Elect officers.  Select WMATA and VRE Board members, VTA 
representatives and NVTC Legislative Committee members.  
Conduct a public hearing and approve 2007 goals, schedule and 
workprogram.  Approve FY 2008 VRE budget.  Discuss draft 
NVTC FY 2008 budget.  Award contract for the hydrogen fuel 
injection bus demonstration.   

Approve FY 2008 NVTC budget.  Review progress on state and 
federal legislative agenda.  Approve NVTC and VRE state grant 
applications.  Authorize RFP for Alexandria ITS demonstration. 
Award contract for Code Orange/Red evaluation.

AGENDA

[Meetings at 8:00 P.M.]

Review progress on state and federal legislative agenda. Review 
progress on WMATA budget for FY 2008.  Award contract for 
Alexandria ITS demonstration.  Review draft Code Orange/Red 
survey.  Briefing on bus shelters.

    *February meeting in the General Assembly building in Richmond starting at 5:30p.m.

Forward preliminary NVTC FY 2009 budget to local jurisdictions.  

Review quarterly progress on NVTC’s workprogram.  Approve 
CTB pre-allocation testimony.

Approve FY 2007 NVTC and VRE audits.  VRE delegation of 
authority.  Consider final Code Orange/Red evaluation report.

Select NVTC Nominating Committee for 2008 officers. Approve 
legislative agenda for 2008.  Review progress on 2007 
workprogram and release draft 2008 workprogram for public 
review and comment.            

Approve comments on WMATA FY 2008 budget.

Focus on VRE performance.

Review mid-year progress on NVTC workprogram. Approve DRPT 
contracts for NVTC and VRE FY 2008 grants.

No meeting.



MONTH DATE

January 4

February 1

March 1

April 5

May 3

June 7

July 5

August

September 6

October 4

November 1

December 6

Review quarterly progress on workprogram.

FY 2007 NVTC and VRE audits.  VRE delegation of authority.

Select NVTC Nominating Committee for 2008 officers.  Consider 
2008 legislative agenda.  Review progress on 2007 workprogram 
and preview 2008 workprogram.

Examine VRE performance.

Mid-year review of progress on workplan.

No meeting.

Preliminary NVTC FY 2009 budget.  Executive director 
performance review.

2

NVTC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
2007 MEETING SCHEDULE

[All meetings 7:00 - 8:00 P.M. prior to NVTC meetings in small conference room.]

SUBJECT

Legislative items.

No meeting.

Review General Assembly session.

Review quarterly progress on workprogram.

Review NVTC policies on topical transit issues.



MONTH DATE

January 16

February 20

March 20

April 17

May 21

June 19

July 17

August 21

September 18

October 16

November 20

December 18

VRE delegation of authority; NVTC audit for FY 2007.

Draft NVTC legislative agenda for 2008; first draft 2008 NVTC 
work program.

Proposed 2008 workprogram; VRE and NVTC budgets for FY 
2009.

Mid-year progress review on NVTC workprogram; authorize 
funding of scope of work for NTD data collection; authorize 
funding of scope of work for e-schedules maintenance and 
promotion.

No meeting.

NVTC preliminary administrative budget for FY 2009.

Review draft CTB pre-allocation testimony.  Review draft final 
Code Orange/Red evaluation.

3

NVTC MANAGEMENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE
2007 MEETING SCHEDULE

[All meetings begin at NVTC at 1:30 P.M. on the third Tuesday of each month.  At each 
meeting the agenda and suggested material for the upcoming NVTC board meeting are 
reviewed.]

SUBJECT

FY 2008 state grant application; NVTC administrative budget for 
FY 2008; NVTC legislative agenda.

Progress on legislative agenda.  Review Code Orange/Red 
survey.  Examine status of bus shelters prior to commission 
briefing.

Review of legislative accomplishments; WMATA FY 2008 budget 
issues.

Detailed examination of VRE delegation of authority.

Review progress on NVTC's workprogram.
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NVTC MISSION STATEMENT 

 
  
To serve the public by providing a forum for elected officials to achieve an effective 
regional transportation network.  Focusing primarily on transit, NVTC will develop 
strategies, identify funding sources, advocate for additional funding, prioritize allocations, 
oversee transit systems such as VRE and WMATA, and pursue new transit programs.  
NVTC will work to improve mobility, reduce traffic congestion, protect the environment 
and stimulate the regional economy by increasing transit and ridesharing use. 
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GOALS AND ACTIONS FOR 2006 
 
 
1. DEVELOP POLICY AND ADVOCATE FAVORABLE LEGISLATION 
 
 Goal: Devise and implement legislative strategies based on sound policy 

analysis to increase transit ridership, obtain adequate funding, and coordinate 
priorities with members and other agencies.  

  
Actions: 
 
1. With the support of local staff, identify transit issues that require policy decisions 

and assemble data and perform policy analyses to facilitate those decisions (e.g. 
fare integration, development of new technology, service expansion, customer 
safety and system security).  Work with local legislative liaisons to develop 
strategies for improved transit funding and to educate General Assembly members 
about Northern Virginia’s transit needs.  Develop tools such as GIS maps of 
General Assembly districts to illustrate transit service availability and funding 
needs. 

 
2. Adopt a state and federal legislative agenda and work with local jurisdictions, 

Virginia Transit Association (VTA) and other groups, as appropriate, to 
implement the agenda and the supporting NVTC policies. Work with delegations 
in Richmond and in Washington D.C. as needed to promote NVTC’s approved 
agendas.  Conduct NVTC’s February meeting on Local Government Day at the 
General Assembly in Richmond.  Obtain reduced rate for on-line legislative 
monitoring service and share access with member jurisdictions.  Provide 
legislative alerts to commissioners and local staff during the session.  Focus on 
transit funding. 

 
3. Participate on the American Public Transportation Association’s (APTA) 

legislative and commuter rail committees to define and implement a federal 
legislative strategy as part of a broad, nationwide pro-transit coalition.  Provide 
special assistance to areas contemplating new commuter rail service.  Focus on 
improved public access to freight rail facilities.   

 
4. Participate on VTA's executive, legislative and ad hoc committees to help define 

and implement an effective state legislative strategy for the transit industry and 
strengthen VTA as an organization and keep it responsive to Northern Virginia’s 
concerns.   Co-chair VTA events such as the Transit Day rally in Richmond and 
chair VTA’s Legislative Committee and assist transit systems in special 
legislative promotions. 

 
5. Prepare written testimony and appear at the CTB's annual pre-allocation 

hearings on public transit funding priorities and at the Transportation Planning 
Board (TPB) and other hearings as appropriate.  Advocate NVTC’s policies 
including balanced transportation and stable and reliable funding.  
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2. SEEK AND ADVOCATE FUNDING  
 
 Goal: Identify and implement cooperative strategies with member governments 

to gain additional transit revenues and work to obtain adequate, dedicated, stable 
and reliable financial support from the federal government and the commonwealth 
and the private sector.  

 
Actions: 
 
1. Through NVTC’s Management Advisory Committee, coordinate with WMATA and 

local transit systems potential regional CMAQ and RSTP transit project applications 
to be submitted to the Northern Virginia Transportation Authority (NVTA) by NVTC 
each year.  Apply for funds and prepare air quality analyses at the request of NVTC’s 
jurisdictions (e.g. Air Quality Code Orange/Red free bus fares). 

 
2. Produce financial projections and analyze alternative funding mechanisms to 

bridge the growing gap between transit operating and capital needs versus 
available financial resources.  Actively participate in regional and statewide 
efforts to define public transit needs and identify funding sources, such as 
corridor studies, TPB's vision plan and constrained financial plan update, VTrans 
2025 and related studies such as the regional transportation funding adequacy 
report, and Northern Virginia's 2030 transportation plan update. Analyze funding 
proposals produced by those studies and identify policy issues for consideration 
by the commission.  Maintain a PowerPoint presentation on “The Case for 
Increased Funding of Public Transportation in Northern Virginia” to help educate 
elected officials, the media and the public. 

 
3. Identify and seek to implement stable, reliable, permanent and dedicated funding 

sources for operating and capital expenses for WMATA, VRE and local transit 
systems.  Help coordinate regional efforts and prepare analysis tools, brochures 
and editorials to promote such funding.  Safeguard the current sources of transit 
funding available to NVTC’s local governments. 

 
4. Organize improved information sharing between local governments and the 

Virginia Department of Taxation and more effective auditing to facilitate efficient  
collection of NVTC’s two percent motor fuels tax and increased knowledge of 
taxpayer responsibility on the part of gas station owners.  Provide office space for 
an administrative employee of the Department to assist in monitoring 
compliance.  Employ database and spreadsheet models to identify unanticipated 
deviations for particular stations and jurisdictions.  Monitor the required 
reconciliation of motor fuels tax collections by jurisdiction.  Brief NVTC’s MAC 
group regularly on processes, issues, and solutions. 

 
5. Serve as the central point of contact for Northern Virginia transit system financial 

information.  Periodically update NVTC’s guidebook on sources of funding for 
transit projects.  Identify and obtain funding for new transit projects that are 
recommended by NVTC’s jurisdictions. 
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3. COORDINATE TRANSIT SERVICE 
 
   Goal: Work with all public and private transit providers to coordinate all transit 

service within Northern Virginia, with emphasis on understandable fares, convenient 
schedules, proper information, good customer service, efficient performance and 
access by disabled persons.  Help to clarify roles of respective agencies and 
governments to avoid overlaps or gaps in jurisdiction.  Work to improve the safe and 
orderly movement of people and goods, primarily by encouraging greater use of 
integrated public transit and ridesharing systems.  Involve the public in identifying 
problems and solutions.  Use NVTC's management advisory committee as a forum 
to work out cooperative solutions and keep local governments fully informed. 
Emphasize better bicycle and pedestrian access to transit facilities and services.  

 
Actions: 
 
1. Work with local governments to coordinate collection and dissemination of 

performance data for FTA's National Transit Database reports. Collect 
performance data and maintain a shared database that uses NTD and other 
sources.  Manage consultants to continue NTD data collection for all of Northern 
Virginia’s transit systems and oversee collective funding of this work that brings 
at least $5 million annually of federal revenues to this region. 

 
2. In cooperation with the Virginia Department of Rail and Public Transportation 

(DRPT), implement the detailed workprogram for NVTC's grant-funded project to 
install compatible fare collection systems for WMATA, VRE, and local bus 
systems, using SmarTrip technology.  Manage $5 million local transit system 
procurement of SmarTrip-compatible fareboxes from WMATA’s contract with 
Cubic/GFI, new contracts for additional fareboxes and a separate contract for 
technical consulting on fare collection issues.  Expend federal grant funds by the 
deadline and report to FTA on a detailed evaluation of the project and lessons for 
other grantees.   

 
3. Manage a related contract with DRPT for SmarTrip point-of-sale devices for 

Loudoun County. 
 
4. Assist Northern Virginia’s transit systems in planning for the success of the 

regional SmarTrip customer service center/clearinghouse.   
 
5. Manage the region’s ongoing CMAQ-funded program to provide free bus fares 

during forecast Air Quality Code Orange/Red Ozone alerts.  Expand the program 
to include forecast Code Orange days.  Conduct a consultant study of the 
effectiveness of the program including on-board passenger surveys.  Develop and 
implement a marketing plan.  Decide based on empirical evidence whether to 
continue the program in the future.  

 
6. Continue an ongoing project to provide free electronic transit schedules to 

persons using personal digital assistants and pocket computers.  Ensure that 
transit schedules are kept current, work to expand to the entire metropolitan 
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region and report regularly on performance.  Develop an annual operational and 
promotional budget for funding by the local jurisdictions and manage the agreed 
upon marketing campaign, including interior bus and bus shelter display ads and 
website promotions. 

 
7. Support regional pedestrian safety initiatives and encourage bicycle and 

pedestrian use. Publicize and seek to expand "bike on rail" opportunities, 
especially on VRE in its new railcar procurement.  Encourage all agencies to 
incorporate bike and pedestrian access at major transit centers and transfer 
locations.  Assist VDOT in ensuring that the recommendations from its Northern 
Virginia Regional Bikeway and Trail Network study that focus on connections to 
transit are implemented.  Support initiatives of such groups as the National Center 
for Bicycling and Walking and its Walkable Communities Workshops. 

 
8. Assist NVTC jurisdictions, employers and transit operators in responding to job 

access and reverse commute opportunities by identifying funding and specific 
projects to demonstrate innovations. 

 
9. Serve on regional task forces examining options for improved transit, such as 

WMATA’s Regional Mobility Panel and the Pike Transit initiative. 
 
10. Assist Northern Virginia’s transit systems in monitoring progress on 511 traveler 

information telephone systems.   
 
11. Utilize regional bus stop and route network databases to analyze opportunities 

for transit service improvements, using GIS and other tools.  Also consider 
improvements in bus shelter availability and maintenance. 

 
12. Serve on MWCOG’s Human Service Transportation Task Force and emphasize 

coordination with public transit services. 
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4. MANAGE GRANTS, CONTRACTS AND TRUST FUNDS 
 
 Goal: Facilitate the fair and equitable allocation of costs among governments, 

persons using transportation services and facilities and others who benefit.  Manage 
grants fairly and effectively, according to state and federal laws and NVTC's policies.  
Invest trust fund assets prudently to maximize returns consistent with safety. 

  
Actions: 
 
1. Use NVTC's subsidy allocation model to incorporate the most recent WMATA and 

local budget information on transit costs, revenues and subsidies.  Using NVTC's 
adopted allocation formula, determine each local government's share of NVTC 
assistance.  Use their percentages to apportion shares of local contributions to 
NVTC's administrative budget.  Maintain detailed spreadsheets to calculate NVTC's 
formula.  Provide early estimates each year to assist local governments in budget 
planning. 

 
2. Prepare and submit NVTC and VRE state grant applications (approximately $200 

million) due in February, 2007, using DRPT’s automated OLGA system. 
 
3. Manage state grants to prepare proper billings, obtain timely reimbursements and 

file quarterly progress reports.  Reprogram funds as needed, in consultation with 
NVTC's Management Advisory Committee, to be certain grant funds are spent on 
eligible projects within the state time limits.  Work with grantor agencies to achieve 
the maximum feasible flexibility in using the funds in order to meet expiration 
deadlines with no loss of funds. 

 
4. Prepare timely and accurate quarterly cash flow forecasts of transit assistance 

sources and uses for NVTC’s local jurisdictions.  Assist local jurisdictions in 
spending promptly the proceeds of state bond issues. 

 
5. Prepare financial reports for NVTC's annual audit.  Manage a   multi-year audit 

services contract.  Accomplish an unqualified auditors' opinion and provide to the 
appropriate regulatory agencies.  Anticipate concerns of outside auditors and 
work to alleviate in advance any such concerns.  Develop and implement 
appropriate responses to any concerns of auditors contained in management 
letters. 

 
6. Maintain up-to-date compilations of state and federal grant regulations.  Ensure 

staff is adequately trained in grant and project management and alerted to any 
changes in regulations.  Maintain current procurement documents to facilitate 
prompt release of authorized requests for proposals and invitations for bids. 

 
7. Promote NVTC as an effective grant-management agency to assist NVTC’s 

jurisdictions.  Approach other agencies to have NVTC apply for and manage 
such grants as CMAQ/ RSTP and TEIF.  
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8. Apply for federal funds on behalf of Alexandria for demonstrations of new bus 
technologies made possible with citywide wi-fi access.  Procure consulting 
assistance and manage the project for the city. 

 
9. Apply for federal funds on behalf of Fairfax County for bus facility and service 

improvements in the Route 1 corridor.  Work with Fairfax County’s project 
manager to ensure timely compliance with all federal grant regulations. 

 
10. Work with Alexandria and Arlington to determine if NVTC should apply for federal 

funds for BRT service improvements in the Crystal City/Potomac Yard corridor 
and for subsequent citywide transit improvements in Alexandria.  If it is mutually 
agreed to proceed, seek authorization to execute administrative agreements with 
those jurisdictions.  The agreements would specify the respective management 
responsibilities of all the parties and the timing of the future grant applications 
that NVTC will be called upon to submit. 

 
11. As procurement officers, manage grant reimbursals for the consultant contract for 

the NVTA 2030 update of Northern Virginia’s Transportation Plan, close out the 
contract upon completion of the extended scope of work and assist the Interim 
Technical Committee in managing follow up work tasks, as requested.  Focus on 
public outreach and promotion of the updated plan. 

 
12. Recognizing the aging population, manage grant-funded research on Senior 

Mobility trends in this region, tied to recommendations for transit systems to take 
advantage of these evolving markets.  Manage consulting contracts for Phase 2 
involving senior travel training.  Continue to publicize the results of the Phase 1 
study in conferences and seminars (e.g. AARP).  Work with the transit systems to 
test and implement the recommendations.  Complete multi-variate regression 
analyses to test hypotheses for TRB publication. 

 
13. To facilitate NVTC management accountability, accomplish performance-based 

budgeting. The proposed FY 2008 budget incorporates 12 performance measures 
for NVTC’s administrative and financial management functions as well as eight 
measures for the planning, project management, public outreach and legislative 
functions.   

 
14. Manage a consulting contract to develop and test low-cost software to use cell-

phones mounted on buses to locate vehicles and allow customers to receive real-
time arrival information.  Provide the results for use at smaller transit systems 
around the commonwealth. 

 
15. Manage a grant-funded contract to equip four city of Fairfax CUE buses with 

hydrogen fuel injection systems to demonstrate for at least 9 months the air 
quality and fuel efficiency benefits compared to costs. 
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5. PROVIDE OVERSIGHT FOR WMATA AND VRE 
 
 Goal: Exercise leadership on issues pertaining to oversight of the WMATA and 

VRE systems, particularly budget and finance, to reduce costs and control the 
growth of local subsidies and fares while improving service quality.  Effectively 
manage ongoing transit services for which NVTC is responsible and develop 
efficient management structures that facilitate regional cooperation and support.  

  
Actions: 
 
1. In January, appoint Virginia's two principal and two alternate members of the 

WMATA Board of Directors.  Provide staff support to WMATA Board members.   
As needed, facilitate caucuses of Virginia's Board members and their staffs to 
develop consensus positions prior to committee and board meetings.  Keep 
NVTC commissioners informed of pending WMATA Board decisions of regional 
significance. 

 
2. Monitor the development of WMATA’s budget.  Provide recommendations to 

local jurisdictions and the WMATA Board, as appropriate. 
 
3. Participate actively on WMATA’s Jurisdictional Coordinating Committee. 
 
4. Work with NVTC’s MAC group to monitor WMATA’s MetroAccess, focusing on 

cost sharing and performance issues. 
 
5. Assist local and state officials in obtaining dedicated funding for WMATA in order 

to qualify for $1.5 billion of proposed federal funding. 
 
6. As co-owner of VRE (with assets of $217 million, outstanding debt issued by 

NVTC of $83 million and annual operating/capital budgets of over $60 million) 
appoint NVTC's three principals and one alternate member of the VRE 
Operations Board, maintain close communications with PRTC and VRE staff, 
coordinate presentation of action items to the VRE Board and commissions, and 
monitor ongoing operations for consistency with the Master Agreement and 
approved budgets, customer service quality and NVTC jurisdictions' interests.   

 
7. Support the VRE team as it negotiates with DRPT,CSXT, Norfolk Southern and 

Amtrak to agree on multi-year access and operations contracts and to clarify and 
accomplish rail service priorities in the Richmond-Washington, DC corridor. 

 
8. Support annual VRE customer service surveys each spring and ridership surveys 

each October, by reviewing the design of the survey, providing on-board survey 
personnel, and processing results, including zip code verification. 
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9. As agreed with VRE management, assist in implementation of VRE projects as 
well as in the implementation of the VRE strategic plan and other initiatives.  
Focus on policy analysis (e.g. cost and service neutrality for new VRE entrants).  
Serve on a Task Force recommending revised subsidy allocation formulas and 
governance structures and work to obtain agreement from all Master Agreement 
signatories to implement the recommended changes. 

 
10. With NVTC’s consulting resources, assist VRE in determining the best means to 

integrate with the regional SmarTrip fare collection system. 
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6. SUPPORT COORDINATED REGIONAL EFFORTS 
 
 Goal: Support coordinated regional efforts to improve air quality, conserve 

energy, boost the economy, respond to emergencies and integrate land use and 
transportation.  Pursue new transit opportunities and actively support telework. 

 
Actions: 
 
1. Seek opportunities to act on NVTC’s policy of preserving future transit rights-of-

way (e.g. on I-66) and WMATA’s and VRE’s policies promoting transit-oriented 
development. 

  
2. Monitor the implementation by VDOT and the Virginia State Police of revised and 

improved policies for notifying and consulting with transit systems when lifting 
HOV restrictions during traffic emergencies. Support enhanced enforcement on 
all HOV facilities and utilize VDOT’s promised real-time database to analyze 
performance and recommend solutions.   

 
3. Participate in planning, preliminary engineering and environmental analysis for 

transit in the Dulles Corridor and other locations such as the Capital Beltway and 
I-95/395 as requested by WMATA, VDOT, DRPT and/or local jurisdictions.  For 
example, at VDOT’s request represent transit’s interests on a subcommittee of 
the Operations Committee for the I-95 Beltway HOT lanes project.  NVTC is also 
a core project partner on VDOT/ FHWA’s Integrated Corridor Management 
Initiative for I-66/50/29 (in Phase 1 a concept of operations is being developed).  
NVTC is also a stakeholder in the ongoing EIS review for the 14th Street Bridge 
project. 

 
4. Advocate coordination of the transit, vanpool and ridesharing components of 

planning studies by MWCOG, VDOT, DRPT, NVTA and others, and provide data 
if applicable. 

  
5. Assist NVTC commissioners who are members of NVTA, TPB, and other 

regional groups and provide data, responses, NVTC meeting summaries and 
recommendations to these organizations as appropriate. 

 
6. Work to establish NVTC as the chief advocate of Intelligent Transportation 

Systems (ITS) investments for transit, not by competing for scarce funding but by 
conducting low-cost demonstrations, evaluating the results, and more actively 
encouraging all of NVTC’s transit providers to adopt similar technologies.  
Examples include: web-based automated bus stop information signs; on-board 
bus stop enunciators; passenger counters; automated maintenance devices; and 
alternative fuel technologies.  Promote joint procurements for uniformity and cost 
savings.  Help educate board members and the public.  Utilize NVTC’s web-
based ITS performance methodology and link to similar methods made available 
by USDOT.  Complete evaluation reports on lessons learned from 
demonstrations of new technology for grant-funding agencies and other 
interested parties. 
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7. Develop information from research on this and other regions to help NVTA, 

WMATA and other transit organizations define lower-cost strategies for meeting 
congestion challenges in the short term using such mechanisms as exclusive 
transit lanes, bus rapid transit, priority lanes, queue jumping, jitneys, route-
deviation transit, and real-time information devices.  Publicize the results and 
work to achieve public acceptance.  Work with the local jurisdictions to initiate 
appropriate demonstrations of these mechanisms.  

 
8. From various published forecasts, plans and corridor studies, assemble mode 

split and other data to provide a convenient source of comprehensive transit 
market performance data.  Use the data to encourage efficient transit 
management, expanded transit ridership and greater public awareness.  Use 
newly available statistically significant traffic counts by MWCOG/TPB of persons 
traveling in Northern Virginia’s major corridors in both peak flow and reverse 
commute directions.  Advocate continued and expanded funding for these 
corridor traffic counts.  Make this information available in user-friendly formats on 
NVTC’s website.  Follow up on the successful screenline count on I-66 at Glebe 
Road with a new count on I-395 in cooperation with VDOT, TPB and local transit 
systems.  Work to expand the counts and mode share calculations to screenlines 
in corridors outside the Beltway. 

 
9. Actively promote telework initiatives and encourage the commonwealth to take 

the lead with its own employees and the private sector. 
 

10. Assist transit systems, VDOT, DRPT, TPB, MWCOG and others in developing 
and testing coordinated regional emergency response plans.  Focus on 
developing a unified transit position to facilitate these plans.  Conclude a series 
of transit emergency response planning workshops to focus on key station areas 
in Northern Virginia.  Considerations include bus re-routing, traffic signalization, 
signs, and communications.  Provide written summaries to assist transit 
operators and MWCOG in its regionwide program.  Develop a strategy to ensure 
testing and implementation by WMATA and implement the strategy in 
cooperation with Northern Virginia’s transit systems.  Monitor MWCOG’s RESF 1 
process for responses to severe emergencies and assist in developing 
MWCOG’s Regional Transportation Coordination Plan for incidents of less 
severity. 

 
11. Examine public-private HOT lane proposals for the Beltway, I-95 and elsewhere 

and work to ensure adequate transit access and the use of toll revenues to help 
support transit operations.  Actively participate on the new DRPT Transit Task 
Force to articulate transit concerns and resolve any issues.  Take the lead in 
assertively presenting a coordinated transit plan. 

 
12. Assist area transit agencies and local governments in resolving an effort by the 

Fredericksburg Area MPO to divert some federal transit formula assistance away 
from WMATA.  NVTC opposes this diversion. 
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13. Assist area transit agencies and local governments in preparing for the expected 

disruptions due to the Base Realignment and Closure Commission’s 
recommendations to shift tens of thousands of new jobs to Ft. 
Belvoir/Engineering Proving Ground.  Help articulate and advocate 
comprehensive transit improvements. 

 
14. Lead a regional examination of how to respond to a new USDOT Congestion 

Pricing Initiative with possible demonstration sites in Northern Virginia.  
Coordinate with transit systems, local governments and TPB’s Value Pricing 
Task Force.  Describe the process as an invited speaker at the Transportation 
Research Board’s annual meeting in January, 2007. 

 
15. Monitor MWCOG groups seeking to integrate transportation and land use, 

including the Regional Mobility and Accessibility Scenario Study (RMAS). 
 
16. Assist other MWCOG groups working for cleaner air, including MWAQC and 

Clean Air Partners. 
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7. DELIVER PUBLIC INFORMATION, MARKETING AND CUSTOMER SERVICE 
 
 Goal: Reach out to transit customers and the general public, listen to customer 

concerns and implement improvements to boost regional transit ridership.  
 
Actions: 
 
1. Serve as the central point of contact for the news media, interest groups and the 

general public for transit issues in Northern Virginia, making referrals to other 
transit agencies and local governments when appropriate.  Initiate contacts with 
media representatives via calls and visits.  Provide NVTC’s reports, analyses and 
policies with easy to understand explanations of their content and significance.  
Help transit systems prepare to respond effectively to media and other public 
inquiries during emergencies and at other times by sponsoring seminars on best 
practices.  Establish media opportunities for NVTC board members to promote 
NVTC’s mission. 

 
2. Provide the following resources to the public utilizing enhanced graphics and 

GIS-mapping: 
 

a. Maintain and improve NVTC’s website, to focus on informing the public about 
opportunities to be involved in regional transit and ridesharing planning; 

 
b. Distribute NVTC's brochure, reports and agendas to encourage more public 

involvement, again emphasizing easy-to-use web-based applications; 
 
c. Publish electronically an annual NVTC Handbook to provide a detailed 

description of the commission's history, mission and accomplishments, 
including the commission's workprogram, policies and by-laws; 

 
d. Link to other regional transit databases to provide information about regional 

transit services to better inform the public;  
 
e. Maintain a transit system performance database; 
 
f.    Staff transit information booths at fairs and other public events; 
 
g. Prepare NVTC faxed/e-mailed alerts to persons wishing to be kept informed 

on some or all transit issues in Northern Virginia, with direct links to NVTC’s 
website; 

 
h. Distribute periodic “transit nuggets” with information about transit’s success in 

a catchy format that can be posted on web-sites and used by transit 
advocates in educating the public; 

 
i. Provide draft letters on NVTC’s website for the use of citizens wishing to 

support NVTC’s legislative and policy positions.  Provide links to other groups 
supporting these positions; and 
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j. Continue distribution of NVTC’s monthly meeting materials primarily via 
NVTC’s website with e-mailed notices. 

 
k. Provide timely material for “blog sites” on relevant topics. 

 
3. Survey WMATA, VRE and local jurisdictions to compile innovative marketing 

activities, host coordination meetings, facilitate transit topics for the Marketing 
and Outreach Specialists Consortium and the Northern Virginia Public 
Information Officers and report at least annually to the commission and 
jurisdictions.  Cooperate with DRPT in establishing an annual statewide 
conference for Virginia transit communicators to share insights. 

 
4. Continue technical support for transit stores and Transportation Management 

Associations (e.g., serve on Boards of Directors and consultant selection 
committees).  Assist with logo design, marketing, consultant selection, 
performance evaluation, fare collection, web design and customer service issues. 

 
5. Look for opportunities to partner in order to stage events that will promote the 

effectiveness of transit and ridesharing and the need for additional transit 
funding.   

 
6. Conduct periodic tours of transit systems and transit-oriented development for 

legislators and senior state officials, with the cooperation of NVTC’s transit 
systems and local legislative liaisons.  

 
7. Monitor website performance with monthly and quarterly compilations of user 

statistics.  
 
 
 
 
 



 

4350 N. Fairfax Drive  Suite 720  Arlington, Virginia 22203 
Tel (703) 524-3322  Fax (703) 524-1756  TDD (800) 828-1120  VA Relay Service 
E-mail nvtc@nvtdc.org  Website www.thinkoutsidethecar.org 

 
AGENDA ITEM #7 

 
MEMORANDUM 

 
TO: Chairman Connolly and NVTC Commissioners 
 
FROM: Rick Taube 
 
DATE: December 28, 2006  
 
SUBJECT: VRE Items. 
             

    
A. Report from the VRE Operations Board (including minutes of the Board 

meeting of December 15, 2006) and from VRE’s CEO--Information Item. 
 

B. Consideration of Revisions to the VRE Master Agreement Relating to 
Governance and Subsidy Allocation—Information Item. 

 
C. Washington D.C. to Richmond Third Track Feasibility Study—

Information Item. 
 

D. FY 2008 VRE Budget and FY 2007 Budget Revisions—Action 
Item/Resolution  
#2048. 
 

E. Contract Amendment with Scheidt & Bachmann for Fare Collection 
Equipment Maintenance—Action Item/Resolution #2049. 

 
F. Extend CSXT Operating/Access Agreement—Action Item/Resolution 

#2050. 
 

G. Extend NS Operating/Access Agreement—Action Item/Resolution 
#2051. 

 



Item #7A 
 

Report from the VRE Operations Board and VRE’s Chief Executive Officer. 
 

Minutes of VRE’s meeting of December 15, 2006 are attached for your 
information.  Also attached is the report from VRE’s CEO including ridership and 
on-time performance. 
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VRE OPERATIONS BOARD MEETING 
PRTC HEADQUARTERS – PRINCE WILLIAM COUNTY, VIRGINIA 

DECEMBER 15,  2006 
 

 
MEMBERS PRESENT JURISDICTION 
Sharon Bulova (NVTC)** Fairfax County 
Maureen Caddigan (PRTC) Prince William County 
Robert Gibbons (PRTC) Stafford County 
Dana Kauffman (NVTC) Fairfax County 
Elaine McConnell (NVTC)** Fairfax County 
Kevin Page VDRPT 
Doug Waldron (PRTC) City of Manassas 

 
 
ALTERNATES PRESENT JURISDICTION 
Hilda Barg (PRTC) Prince William County 
Wally Covington (PRTC)** Prince William County 
William Greenup (PRTC)** VHSRDC 
John D. Jenkins (PRTC) Prince William County 
Christopher Zimmerman (NVTC) Arlington County 

 
  
 
STAFF AND GENERAL PUBLIC  
Detrius Bolton – VRE 
Donna Boxer – VRE 
Marv Dixon – City of Fredericksburg 
Matt Kelly – City of Fredericksburg 
Steve Edwards – Supervisor   

McConnell’s Office 
Anna Gotthardt – VRE 
Al Harf – PRTC staff 
Kelly Hannon-Free Lance Star 
Christine Hoeffner – VRE 
Angela Horan – PW County Attorney 
Mike Lake – Fairfax County 
 

Trinh Lam – VRE 
Bob Liebbrandt – Prince William County 
Steve MacIsaac – VRE counsel 
April Maguigad – VRE  
Betsy Massie – PRTC staff 
Dick Peacock – citizen 
Mark Roeber – VRE 
Brett Shorter – VRE 
Jennifer Straub – VRE 
Dale Zehner – VRE 

 
 
 
 
 
** Delineates arrival following the commencement of the Board meeting.  Notation of 
exact arrival time is included in the body of the minutes. 
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Chairman Caddigan called the meeting to order at 9:32 A.M.  Following the Pledge of 
Allegiance, roll call was taken.    
  
 
Minutes of the November 17, 2006, VRE Operations Board Meeting – 3 
 
Mr. Waldron moved, with a second by Mr. Kauffman, to approve the minutes.  The vote 
in favor to approve the minutes was cast by Board Members Caddigan, Gibbons, 
Kauffman, Page, Waldron and Zimmerman.   
 
[Board Members Bulova and McConnell joined the meeting at 9:35 A.M.] 
 
 
Approval of the Agenda – 4 
 
Ms. Barg moved, with a second by Mr. Waldron, to approve the agenda.  The vote in 
favor was cast by Board Members Bulova, Caddigan, Gibbons, Kauffman, McConnell, 
Page and Waldron.   
 
 
Chairman’s Comments – 5 
 
Chairman Caddigan welcomed Kevin Page, the Director of Rail Transportation for 
VDRPT, who replaced George Conner.  Chairman Caddigan reported that the 10th 
Annual Santa Trains on December 9th were very successful.  She stated seeing the joy 
on the faces of the children made it all worthwhile.  She also stated that the Quantico 
Base Commander has not received a response from CSXT regarding problems with rail 
gates.  She asked that this information be conveyed to Mr. Westbrook.   
 
 
Chief Executive Officer’s Report – 6 
 
Mr. Zehner reported that VRE ran 14 sold-out Santa Trains on December 9th.  Three of 
the trains also had a Mrs. Claus on the train, which adds a special dimension.  He would 
like to see more Mrs. Claus appearances added to future Santa trains.  VRE collected 
over 3,000 toys and $8,100 in cash for the Toys for Tots campaign. 
 
[Mr. Greenup entered the meeting at 9:40 A.M.] 
 
Mr. Zehner stated that Board Members should have already received invitations to the 
christening of the railcars on January 17th at 9:30 A.M. in Alexandria.  Senator Warner 
and Congressmen Moran are expected to attend.   He reported that on-time 
performance continues to improve with systemwide on-time performance for October at 
92 percent.  Ridership is also continuing to climb with nearly 100 more passengers per 
day for November compared to October.   Currently, VRE has received four of the 11 
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new railcars, which will be put into service on January 8th (Trains 304 & 306), January 
9th (Trains 324 & 328) and January 16th (Train 308).   
 
Mr. Zehner also reported that VRE will be distributing 2007 ID badges for Board 
Members at the January 2007 meeting.  Those Board Members who wish to have a 
new photo taken should contact staff. 
  
Mr. Gibbons stated that the NTSB final report on the VRE derailment of Fredericksburg 
Train #304 on January 5, 2006, determined that the probable cause of the derailment 
was an excessively worn and chipped switch point.  Contributing to the accident was 
CSX’s delay in replacing a switch point that had been repeatedly identified as 
deteriorating.  Mr. Gibbons stated that it is important for CSX to respond to the report. 
   
 
VRE Riders’ Comments – 7 
 
Mr. Peacock asked how current Manassas Line ridership compares to ridership 
numbers from last year.   Mr. Zehner offered to provide this information to Mr. Peacock.    
Mr. Peacock stated that the Manassas Line ridership has fallen and it is important to 
figure out why there is a decline, especially since the Manassas Line has better on-time 
performance than the Fredericksburg Line.  He suggested conducting a survey of 
Manassas riders and encouraging them to recruit new riders.  There still are parking 
spaces available at Manassas and Manassas Park.  He also asked if there was a way 
to receive parking permits in Manassas for VRE riders who are not commuting daily to 
work, but are casual riders who still want to ride VRE.  Ms Bulova stated that she would 
be interested in looking at where VRE is losing riders and at what stations.   
 
 
Nominating Committee for VRE Officers – 8A 
  
Chairman Caddigan suggested that Board Members Bulova, McConnell and Waldron 
serve with her on the Nominating Committee for the appointment of a new slate of 
officers for the upcoming term, which runs from January 2007 to December 2007.  
Resolution #8A-12-2006 would accomplish this.  The Nominating Committee will report 
back to the Board at the January meeting.  At that meeting the vote and installation of 
new officers will take place.   
 
Mr. Waldron moved to approve the resolution and Mr. Jenkins seconded.  The vote in 
favor was cast by Board Members Bulova, Caddigan, Gibbons, Kauffman, McConnell, 
Page and Waldron. 
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Referral of the Revised FY 2007 and Recommended FY 2008 VRE Operating and 
Capital Budget to the Commissions and Localities – 8B 
 
Mr. Zehner reported that the CAO Budget Task Force met on December 6th to finalize 
their recommendations.  The total budget increased by 2.5 percent, with lots of 
movement inside the budget to reduce costs.  The Task Force recommends the 
following: 
 

• A two percent fare increase providing additional revenue of $432,461; 
• An increase to the local subsidy of $4,576,394;  
• A deferral of capital costs of $1.85 million; 
• Reductions to the insurance contribution ($250K); railcar washing ($100K), 

marketing ($50K), overtime ($45K), and operations and safety ($100K) budgets; 
• Elimination of the Secret Shopper ($75K) and FRC ($60K) programs; and 
• An increase to the Amtrak Step-Up charge from $2 to $5 for $163,000 of 

additional revenue. 
 
[Mr. Covington entered the meeting at 9:55 A.M. during the presentation.] 
 
Mr. Zehner stated that at the time of the Task Force meeting he was in concurrence 
with the recommendations, but following a budget briefing to Fairfax County, he has 
changed his view about a fare increase.  VRE has received strong opposition from 
riders about the fare increase. He stated that VRE has had five fare increases over the 
last six years.  Riders have also expressed frustration with the other cuts VRE has 
implemented, including changing the Brooke Station from a Zone 6 to Zone 8, 
eliminating holiday service on five holidays, eliminating DASH and ART buses subsidy, 
eliminating Manassas Train #334, eliminating most holiday events, onboard activities 
and promotions, as well as the past year’s on-time performance problems.  
 
Mr. Zehner explained VRE’s staff recommendation, which would keep the jurisdictional 
subsidy increase the same, eliminate the fare increase, but increase the Amtrak Step-
Up from $2 to $10, which would make it cost neutral.  The other CAO budget 
recommendations would remain the same.  He stated that it is important to build back 
ridership to increase fare revenue.  Mr. Gibbons expressed his concern that the CAO 
Task Force made recommendations that included a fare increase and VRE is 
recommending no fare increase. Ms. Bulova expressed her opinion that Mr. Zehner is 
doing the right thing by putting together a budget proposal that includes getting 
feedback from the jurisdictions, but also being flexible enough to listen to what the riders 
have to say.  In the end, it is the Operations Board that makes the budget 
recommendation to the Commissions.   
 
Ms. Bulova reminded the Board that originally the Step-Up program was started to help 
alleviate overcrowding on VRE, but it is expensive because VRE is subsidizing a more 
expensive service.  With the new railcars arriving, VRE is now able to accommodate 
more riders on its own trains.  It is now important to evaluate the value of the Step-Up 
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program.  Mr. Zehner stated that a fare increase would impact 7,000 riders, while a 
Step-Up increase would affect about 150 riders.  VRE cannot support subsidizing 
ridership on Amtrak trains with a VRE fare increase.  A $10 Step-Up fare increase will 
radically reduce ridership on Amtrak trains, which will basically be a service cut.  
However, the $10 Step-Up VRE fare will still be less expensive than an Amtrak ticket.  
Also, half of the 150 Step-Up riders are outside of VRE jurisdictions, with the remaining 
mainly coming from Prince William, Fredericksburg and Stafford.   
 
Mr. Zehner reviewed the history of the Insurance Trust Fund, which began with $20 
million in 1990 and was self-supporting from FY 1995 to FY 2002.  The estimated 
balance at the end of FY 2007 will be $6.1 million.  The Division of Risk Management 
needs the balance restored to $10 million, so VRE must contribute $4.85 million in FY 
2008.  Mr. Page stated that VDRPT does not have the funds right now in any reserve 
funds that could be used to help VRE make a payment or contribution to the Trust Fund.  
He suggested that VRE staff meet with Chip Badger to discuss whether some annual 
insurance costs are eligible expenses under the state’s transit program to provide 
subsidy of state funds.   He also encouraged the Board to not defer or put off 
replenishing the Insurance Trust Fund, so it is available in the event of a catastrophic 
event. 
 
Mr. Zehner stated that the remaining $1.3 million for the purchase of 50 railcars and $41 
million to replace and add locomotives is not included in the FY 2008 budget.  Both 
projects are included in VRE’s legislative agenda and VRE will actively seek funding for 
them. 
 
Ms. Bulova stated that she hopes at some point VRE can resume the Secret Shopper 
program because it is a quality control measure, but for now VRE riders are vigilant 
about communicating with VRE about problems.    She also asked about administrative 
savings and about compensation in line with what jurisdictions are doing.  She observed 
that the VRE budget includes up to an eight percent in the salary line items increase, 
while Fairfax County has an average 4-5 percent increase.  She stated that if VRE 
limited its salary increase to four percent, it would save $107,420.   
 
Mr. Gibbons expressed concern that Stafford County’s subsidy is projected to increase 
152.4 percent from FY 2007 to FY 2008, from $917,147 to $2,315,147.  Matt Kelly 
stated that Fredericksburg is also taking a big percentage hit.  Frankly, this past year 
has been one of the worst years for Fredericksburg line riders with all the delays and 
low on-time performance.  CSX payments are being maintained or are going up and this 
is a big issue for Fredericksburg riders.    He expressed his opinion that CSX needs to 
have a financial stake in VRE so that if the trains don’t run on-time, CSX would take a 
financial hit. The Fredericksburg City Council is not happy to hear that its subsidy is 
going to increase considerably after the worst year of VRE on-time performance while 
payments to CSX will increase.  Ms. McConnell stated that she is not happy with CSX 
either.  Mr. Kauffman observed that the Trust Fund requirements are being driven by 
CSX demands.  The heat restrictions have caused problems.  CSX is hitting VRE on its 
budget and customer service. 
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Mr. Kauffman also stated that he normally is in favor of reasonable fare increases, but 
VRE has seen a steady decrease in ridership.  A fare increase now would be like VRE 
shooting itself in the foot.  In regards to salary increases, he supports the reduction to 
four percent and using those dollars for the Trust Fund. 
 
Mr. Gibbons observed that while dealing with governance issues and changes to the 
Master Agreement, this is the time to fix the CSX problems.  He suggested seeking the 
help of the chairman of the Surface Transportation Board, who lives in Fredericksburg 
and is willing to help.  Other legislators have offered to help to solve CSX issues.  Mr. 
Page stated that VDRPT will be conducting a study in the spring on national best 
practices on railroad operations for environmental issues to determine if there is an 
engineering reasoning or risk that justifies the CSX heat restrictions.   Mr. Zimmerman 
agreed that now is the time to look at strategies to deal with CSX.  
 
Mr. Jenkins stated that Governor Kaine released his budget which includes $125 million 
for rail and transit capital investments.  He asked if this is factored in the VRE budget.  
Ms. Bulova stated that it would not affect the operating budget, but could help to buy 
down the insurance costs or other capital expenses.   
 
Chairman Caddigan suggested Mr. Kelly head up a task force to deal with the CSX 
issue.    Ms. McConnell stated that she will be down in Jacksonville after the holidays 
and offered to visit CSX headquarters, encouraging others to join her.  Ms. Barg stated 
that Ms. McConnell’s offer is a good idea.  
 
Mr. Kauffman moved to approve Resolution #8B-12-2006, which would adopt the 
revised FY 2007 budget and the FY 2008 VRE Operating and Capital Budget as 
recommended by the VRE CEO and refer them to the Commissions for their 
consideration and subsequent referral to the jurisdictions for their formal review and 
adoption.  He included an amendment that would reallocate $100K to the Insurance 
Trust Fund from the salary line item.  Ms. Bulova seconded and asked that a friendly 
amendment be included, which would also forward to the Commissions the 
recommendation that the jurisdictional subsidy be further reduced through seeking state 
funding assistance to reduce some of the costs to the jurisdictions.  Mr. Kauffman 
agreed to Ms. Bulova’s amendment.  The Board then voted on the amended motion and 
it passed.  The vote in favor was cast by Board Members Bulova, Caddigan, Gibbons, 
Kauffman, McConnell and Waldron.  Mr. Page abstained, on behalf of the 
Commonwealth, since he is new to the Board and has just seen the budget for the first 
time.   
 
Mr. Zehner stated that currently VRE employees receive cost of living increases based 
on a PRTC survey of its jurisdictions, with merit increases of up to four percent.  Ms. 
Bulova stated that staff needs to work within the budgeted amount.  Mr. Kauffman 
stated that it would not be tied to a specific percentage.  Ms. Boxer clarified that VRE is 
not budgeting an eight percent salary increase, but has budgeted based on a combined 
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COLA and merit increase of 6%.  Ms. Bulova stated that the budget line item for salaries 
increased by eight percent compared to the previous budget.       
 
 
Authorization to Refer the Governance Proposal to the Governance Subcommittee for 
Additional Analysis – 8C 
 
Chairman Caddigan reported that at the last Operations Board and Commission 
meetings, additional options and issues came to light which must be analyzed and 
discussed before a formal proposal can be made.  She asked that the Governance 
Subcommittee and working group meet to discuss these issues.   
 
Mr. Gibbons moved to approve Resolution #8C-12-2006, which would refer the proposal 
on subsidy and governance back to the Governance Subcommittee for additional 
analysis, and to include looking at the CSX issues.  Ms. Bulova seconded the motion.   
 
Ms. Bulova stated that this was the first time the Commissions had a chance to look at 
the proposed changes to the governance structure to accommodate future growth.  One 
of the issues raised during the NVTC meeting was the issue of Alexandria and Arlington 
County, who are original contributing members, but would no longer have a vote under 
the new proposal.  Mr. Zimmerman stated that he overall supports the change in 
governance structure; however, Arlington County and Alexandria will be together 
contributing a comparable amount of funding as Fredericksburg or Manassas, but not 
having a vote on the Operations Board.   
 
The Board voted on the motion and it passed.  The vote in favor was cast by Board 
Members Bulova, Caddigan, Gibbons, Kauffman, McConnell, Page and Waldron. 
 
 
Authorization to Amend the Contract with Scheidt & Bachmann for Fare Collection 
Equipment Maintenance – 8D 
 
Mr. Gibbons moved, with a second by Mr. Waldron, to approve Resolution #8D-12-
2006, which would recommend that the Commissions authorize the VRE CEO to amend 
the Scheidt & Bachmann (S&B) contract to add one year of maintenance services in an 
amount not to exceed $558,412, plus a contingency of $29,500, for a total contract 
value not to exceed $4,390,933.  The vote in favor was cast by Board Members Bulova, 
Caddigan, Gibbons, Kauffman, McConnell, Page and Waldron. 
 
 
Authorization to Amend a Task Order for General Fleet Maintenance – 8E 
 
Mr. Gibbons moved, with a second by Mr. Waldron, to approve Resolution #8E-12-
2006, which would authorize the CEO to amend a task order with STV, Inc. for general 
fleet maintenance by $100,000 for a total task order value not to exceed $854,030.  The 
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vote in favor was cast by Board Members Bulova, Caddigan, Gibbons, Kauffman, 
McConnell, Page and Waldron. 
 
 
Authorization to Extend Amended Operating/Access Agreement with CSXT – 8F 
 
Mr. Gibbons moved, with a second by Mr. Waldron, to approve Resolution #8F-12-
2006, which would recommend that the Commissions authorize the VRE CEO to 
execute an extension of the existing Amended Operating/Access Agreement with CSXT 
to July 31, 2007.   The vote in favor was cast by Board Members Bulova, Caddigan, 
Gibbons, Kauffman, McConnell, Page and Waldron. 
 
 
Authorization to Extend Amended Operating/Access Agreement with Norfolk Southern – 
8G 
 
Mr. Gibbons moved, with a second by Mr. Waldron, to approve Resolution #8G-12-
2006, which would recommend that the Commissions authorize the VRE CEO to 
execute an extension of the existing Amended Operating/Access Agreement with 
Norfolk Southern to July 31, 2007.   The vote in favor was cast by Board Members 
Bulova, Caddigan, Gibbons, Kauffman, McConnell, Page and Waldron. 
 
 
Adjournment  
 
Chairman Caddigan announced that the next Operations Board meeting is scheduled 
for January 19, 2007.  Without objection, Chairman Caddigan adjourned the meeting at 
11:02 A.M. 
 
 Approved this 19th day of January 2007. 
 
 
 
_____________________________ 
 
Chairman 
 
 
_____________________________ 
                     
Secretary 
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CERTIFICATION 
 
This certification hereby acknowledges that the minutes for the December 15, 2006 
Virginia Railway Express Operations Board Meeting have been recorded to the best of 
my ability.                           

                                                                      
                                                                                              Rhonda Gilchrest 
 



Item #7B 
 

Consideration of Revisions to the VRE Master Agreement Relating to 
Governance and Subsidy Allocation. 
 
 The VRE Operations Board has not completed its examination of these 
proposed changes to the Master Agreement.  As discussed at the last NVTC 
meeting, several concerns were raised by VRE Board members and additional 
issues surfaced at the ensuing NVTC and PRTC meetings.  Significant increases 
in local subsidies in the proposed FY 2008 VRE budget have added a further 
complicating factor.  The VRE Board is expected to consider these proposals 
again at its January, 2007 meeting. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 







Item #7C 
Washington D.C. to Richmond Third Track Feasibility Study. 
 
 The 2006 General Assembly requested this study in HB 5012.  The 
legislation asked for an analysis of the feasibility of constructing a third track in 
that corridor, as well as an identification of needed right-of-way and major 
environmental issues, development of an implementation plan with schedules 
and proposed financing, review of regulatory issues and estimates of the cost of 
electrification.   
 

DRPT’s report, which was completed by HDR, Inc., does not rigorously 
address costs.  It does offer a “minimum/partial cost estimate of $684 million in 
2006 dollars…for the construction of a nearly continuous third track,” excluding 
costs of rights-of-way and a new bridge across the Potomac River.  Electrification 
would add another $953 million in 2006 dollars. 

 
Heat restrictions imposed by CSXT on VRE’s operating speeds would not 

be eliminated by these investments.  The report also highlights a funding shortfall 
of $20 million to accomplish the capital improvements needed to permit the 
operation of four new passenger train roundtrips in the corridor.  DRPT 
acknowledges: 

Previous funds provided by the Commonwealth for these projects 
were not matched by CSX and the Commonwealth did not obtain 
an agreement that would protect the public investment by 
specifically establishing performance standards… 

 
 In the report, DRPT suggests several follow up actions, including: 
 

• Add $20 million to complete already promised capital 
improvements; 

• Complete a $1 million, year-long alternatives analysis, perhaps 
involving the private sector through the PPTA; 

• Complete environmental review and preliminary engineering for 
$40 million over two years;  

• Execute agreements with stakeholders; 
• Identify a dedicated source of funding. 

 
A cover letter describing the report from Matt Tucker of DRPT is attached 

for your information, along with excerpts from the report. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

















Item #7D 
 
FY 2008 VRE Budget and FY 2007 Budget Revisions. 
 
 The VRE Operations Board recommends approval of Resolution #2048.  
This resolution would provide approval by NVTC of the FY 2008 VRE budget and 
authorize transmitting the budget to participating and contributing jurisdictions for 
their consideration and approval. 
 
 The proposed FY 2008 budget requires increased funding of $7.7 million, 
of which $4.6 million would come from increased local subsidies.  Major factors 
driving the subsidy up include fuel costs, railroad operating agreements and 
declining ridership revenues. 
 

Attachments provide budget details, including the recommendations of the 
Chief Administrative Officers Task Force that reviews VRE’s staff proposed 
budget each year.  In this case, VRE staff recommended and the VRE Board 
approved a different approach to fares than was recommended by the CAO Task 
Force.  The proposed budget contains no fare increase, instead relying on a 
sharp increase in Amtrak step-up charges (fares for VRE customers using 
Amtrak trains).  Also, $100,000 was shifted from salary increases to the 
insurance reserve fund.   

 
The VRE Operations Board also called upon the state to help defray some 

of the increased subsidy. 
 

Before acting on the budget, NVTC commissioners should consider the 
impact of doing so on negotiations regarding changes in the VRE subsidy 
allocation formula.  

 
NVTC staff identified three alternatives: 
 

1) Approve the budget as recommended by the VRE Operations Board 
by adopting the attached Resolution #2048. 

 
2) Add a caveat to the resolution that the commission expects the 

budget to be modified, before it is acted on by the local jurisdictions, 
to improve the subsidy allocation formula. 

 
3) Defer action on the budget until the next NVTC meeting to give the 

VRE Operations Board the opportunity to complete its examination of 
subsidy allocation and governance issues. 
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RESOLUTION #2048 

 
SUBJECT: FY 2008 VRE Budget and FY 2007 Budget Revisions. 
 
WHEREAS: The VRE Master Agreement requires that the commissions be 

presented with a fiscal year budget for their consideration at their 
respective January meetings prior to the commencement of the 
subject fiscal year; 

 
WHEREAS: The VRE Chief Executive Officer has provided the VRE Operations 

Board with the FY 2008 Operating and Capital Budget within the 
guidelines developed in concert with the jurisdictional chief 
administrative officers; and 

 
WHEREAS: Staff and the VRE Operations Board recommended a budget built 

on an average daily ridership of 15,200 average riders and 30 
trains. 

 
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Northern Virginia Transportation  

Commission approves the revised FY 2007 and recommended FY 
2008 VRE Operating and Capital Budget recommended by the 
VRE Operations Board and authorizes staff to forward the FY 2008 
budget to the local jurisdictions for inclusion in their budgets in 
accordance with the Master Agreement; 

 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that NVTC also authorizes the executive directors 

of both PRTC and NVTC to submit to the Transportation Planning 
Board of the National Capital Region and to the Federal Transit 
Administration or other federal agencies, the appropriate Transit 
Improvement Program and grant applications for FY 2007 and FY 
2008; and 

 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that NVTC also authorizes its executive director to 

submit to the commonwealth the approved budget as part of the FY 
2008 VRE state aid grant applications. 

 
Approved this 4th day of January, 2007. 
        
            

Chairman 
                                               
Secretary-Treasurer  

 





























































































Item #7E 
 

Contract Amendment with Scheidt & Bachmann for Fare Collection Equipment 
Maintenance. 
 
 The VRE Operations Board recommends approval of Resolution #2049.  
This resolution authorizes VRE’s Chief Executive Officer to amend the fare 
collection equipment contract with Scheidt & Bachmann to provide one additional 
year of maintenance services for an amount not to exceed $558,412, plus a 
contingency of $29,500, for a total contract value not to exceed $4,390,933. 
 
 This contract provides two full-time maintenance technicians as well as 
parts that were previously under warranty, the addition of spare parts to 
inventory, and software maintenance.  Funding is available in VRE’s approved 
FY 2007 CIP and operating budget. 
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RESOLUTION #2049 
 

SUBJECT: Contract Amendment with Scheidt & Bachmann (S&B). 
 
WHEREAS: On June 16, 2000, the VRE Operations Board authorized a contract 

with S&B for the delivery of a new fare collection system; 
 
WHEREAS: On October 31, 2002, the system was accepted and maintenance 

support began; 
 
WHEREAS: The current maintenance agreement is set to expire on January 31, 

2007; and 
 
WHEREAS: VRE needs to keep its fare collection system in operation. 
 
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Northern Virginia Transportation  

Commission authorizes the VRE Chief Executive Officer to amend 
the Scheidt & Bachmann (S&B) contract to add one year of 
maintenance services including additional spare parts, in an 
amount not to exceed $558,412, plus a contingency of $29,500, for 
a total contract value not to exceed $4,390,933. 

 
 
Approved this 4th day of January, 2007. 
        
            

Chairman 
                                               
Secretary-Treasurer  
 







Item #7F 
 

Extend CSXT Operating/Access Agreement. 
 
The VRE Operations Board recommends approval of Resolution #2050.  This 
resolution authorizes VRE’s Chief Executive Officer to execute an extension of 
the existing amended operating/access agreement with CSXT to July 31, 2007.  
Negotiations over a new agreement have stalled over the level of required liability 
protection.
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RESOLUTION #2050 
 

SUBJECT: Extend CSXT Operating/Access Agreement. 
 
WHEREAS: The commissions currently have an amended Operating/Access 

Agreement with CSXT relating to VRE operations in the 
Fredericksburg to Washington corridor, with said agreement 
extension ending on January 31, 2007; 

 
WHEREAS: Staff is currently engaged in discussions with CSXT concerning a 

new agreement and does not anticipate conclusion of these 
discussions prior to the expiration of the Amended 
Operating/Access Agreement;  

 
WHEREAS: A proposal to extend the existing agreement to July 31, 2007, 

without any changes to the current agreement, is expected from 
CSXT;  

 
WHEREAS: The purpose of this extension is to allow time to negotiate and 

resolve the outstanding liability issues; and 
 
WHEREAS: Necessary funding has been incorporated into the FY 2007 budget 

to allow VRE to continue its operations over CSXT tracks via this 
contract extension. 

 
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Northern Virginia Transportation  

Commission authorizes the VRE Chief Executive Officer to execute 
an extension of the Amended Operating/Access Agreement with 
CSXT through July 31, 2007. 

 
 
Approved this 4th day of January, 2007. 
        
            

Chairman 
                                               
Secretary-Treasurer  
 







Item #7G 
 

Extend NS Operating/Access Agreement. 
 

The VRE Operations Board recommends approval of Resolution #2051.  
This resolution authorizes VRE’s Chief Executive Officer to execute an extension 
of the existing amended operating/access agreement with NS to July 31, 2007.  
Negotiations over a new agreement have stalled over the level of required liability 
protection. 
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RESOLUTION #2051 
 

SUBJECT: Extend NS Operating/Access Agreement. 
 
WHEREAS: The commissions currently have an amended Operating/Access 

Agreement with NS relating to VRE operations in the Manassas to 
Washington corridor, with said agreement extension ending on 
January 31, 2007; 

 
WHEREAS: Staff is currently engaged in discussions with NS concerning a new 

agreement and does not anticipate conclusion of these discussions 
prior to the expiration of the Amended Operating/Access 
Agreement;  

 
WHEREAS: A proposal to extend the existing agreement to July 31, 2007, 

without any changes to the current agreement, is expected from 
NS;  

 
WHEREAS: The purpose of this extension is to allow time to negotiate and 

resolve the outstanding liability issues; and 
 
WHEREAS: Necessary funding has been incorporated into the FY 2007 budget 

to allow VRE to continue its operations over NS tracks via this 
contract extension. 

 
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Northern Virginia Transportation  

Commission authorizes the VRE Chief Executive Officer to execute 
an extension of the Amended Operating/Access Agreement with 
NS through July 31, 2007. 

 
 
Approved this 4th day of January, 2007. 
        
            

Chairman 
                                               
Secretary-Treasurer  
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AGENDA ITEM #8 

 
MEMORANDUM 

 
TO:  Chairman Connolly and NVTC Commissioners 
 
FROM: Adam McGavock 
 
DATE: December 28, 2006 
 
SUBJECT: Award Contract for Hydrogen Fuel Injection Bus Demonstration. 
             
 
 NVTC authorized staff to issue a Request for Proposals for this state-
funded demonstration on December 8, 2007.  A committee of staff from regional 
and local agencies has reviewed the proposals and recommended a firm.  The 
commission is asked to authorize NVTC’s executive director to execute a 
contract with _______ of _______ and to issue the notice to proceed. 
 
 The scope of work for this project is attached.  It calls for installing the new 
technology on four CUE buses in the city of Fairfax to measure fuel savings and 
emissions reductions. 
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AGENDA ITEM #9 

 
MEMORANDUM 

 
TO:  Chairman Connolly and NVTC Commissioners 
 
FROM: Adam McGavock 
 
DATE: December 28, 2006 
 
SUBJECT: Change Order for SmarTrip Farebox Contract. 
             
 

Two local transit operators (Fairfax Connector and Alexandria DASH) 
would like to make changes to their existing SmarTrip equipment orders.  Cubic 
is willing to provide and install this equipment as a change order to its existing 
contract with NVTC.     
 

Accordingly, the commission is asked to authorize its executive director to 
execute the proposed change order and to arrange with local jurisdictions to pay 
all of the costs totaling $161,581.  NVTC staff will then ask each jurisdiction to 
provide a letter stating its intent to purchase the additional fareboxes and parts, 
and providing authorization for NVTC to do so on their behalf.  The change order 
provides for: 
 

• Additional operator training to cover the entire staff of Fairfax Connector 
bus operators ($26,000), 

 
• Additional maintenance training to train the entire staff of Alexandria 

DASH bus mechanics ($10,031), 
 

• Purchase and installation of a garage data management system for the 
West Ox Road bus facility, for Fairfax Connector ($125,000). 
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AGENDA ITEM #10 

 
MEMORANDUM 

 
TO:  Chairman Connolly and NVTC Commissioners 
 
FROM: Rick Taube and Scott Kalkwarf 
 
DATE: December 28, 2006 
 
SUBJECT: NVTC Draft FY 2007 Administrative Budget 
             
 
 At its September, 2006 meeting the commission discussed the preliminary 
FY 2008 administrative budget and authorized staff to forward it to NVTC’s 
member jurisdictions to assist in their budget preparations.  Traditionally, NVTC 
discusses its budget again each January prior to formal action in February. 
 
 You will recall that the attached budget would hold local contributions to 
the same amount ($310,000) as in the past several years.  Each local jurisdiction 
is required by statute to pay a share of the budget that is proportional to the 
financial assistance received from NVTC.  The requested shares are shown on 
page one of the budget. The budget also includes performance objectives. 
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As usual, the preliminary budget would be funded primarily from the state 

transit program.  Local contributions would be held constant (at $310,000) with 
shares for each jurisdiction, as required by state statutes, based on assistance to 
be received from NVTC in FY 2007.  The need for external funding is reduced by 
the use of unspent funds from previous years ($83,000 is available to be applied 
to FY 2008). 

 
The preliminary budget also shows the results of performance objectives 

included in the approved FY 2007 budget as applied to NVTC’s financial 
management functions.  These results are very favorable.  For FY 2008, 
performance objectives are also recommended for NVTC’s financial 
management, planning, project management, public outreach and legislative 
functions. 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

PRELIMINARY BUDGET 
 

FISCAL YEAR 
2008 

 
(July 1, 2007 – June 30, 2008) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

September 7, 2006 
 

 



NORTHERN VIRGINIA TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
BUDGETED FISCAL YEAR 2008 REVENUE

PRELIMINARY

FY 2008-2007
Approved Preliminary Budget

FY 2006 Budget Budget Increase Percentage
Actual FY 2007 FY 2008 (Decrease) Change

1    Commonwealth of Virginia 602,185$     590,750$     718,350$     127,600$      21.6%

2         Alexandria 47,780         42,408        39,498        (2,910)          -6.9%
3         Arlington 73,323         66,091        63,653        (2,438)          -3.7%
4         City of Fairfax 6,196           7,174          6,857          (317)             -4.4%
5         Fairfax County 164,683       174,674      175,638      964               0.6%
6         Falls Church 3,197           3,581          3,533          (48)               -1.3%
7         Loudoun 14,821         16,073        20,821        4,748            29.5%

Total Local Jurisdictions 310,000       310,000      310,000      -                  0.0%

8    Total Commonwealth of Virginia 912,185       900,750      1,028,350   127,600        14.2%
   and Local Jurisdictions (Note 1)

9    Interest Earned 16,359         8,000          12,000        4,000            50.0%

10  Project Chargebacks (Note 2) 80,000         88,000        75,000        (13,000)        -14.8%

11  Project Grant Billings 7,444           -                 -                  -                  0.0%

12  Appropriated Surplus (Note 3) 21,878         144,000      83,000        (61,000)        -42.4%

       Total Revenue 1,037,866$  1,140,750$  1,198,350$  57,600$        5.0%
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NORTHERN VIRGINIA TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
SCHEDULE OF FISCAL YEAR 2008 EXPENDITURES

PRELIMINARY
FY08 - FY07

Approved Preliminary Budget
FY 2006 Budget Budget Increase Percentage 
Actual FY 2007 FY 2008 (Decrease) Change

Personnel Costs
1 Salaries (Note 4) 627,474$    649,150$     701,400$     52,250      8.0%
2 Intern -                  -                   -                   -               N/A
3 Temporary Employee Services -                  1,000           1,000           -               0.0%

       Total Personnel Costs 627,474      650,150       702,400       52,250      8.0%

Benefits
Employer's Contributions

4 FICA 42,676        45,700         48,900         3,200        7.0%
5 Group Health Insurance (Note 5) 42,313        70,500         65,750         (4,750)      -6.7%
6 Retirement (Note 6) 48,467        49,500         56,200         6,700        13.5%
7 Workmans & Unemployment Compensation 3,517          4,250           3,400           (850)         -20.0%
8 Life Insurance 3,388          3,500           3,750           250           7.1%
9 Long Term Disability Insurance 3,154          4,400           4,450           50             1.1%

       Total Benefit Costs 143,515      177,850       182,450       4,600        2.6%

Administrative Costs 
10 Commissioners Per Diem (Note 7) 14,450        21,700         18,400         (3,300)      -15.2%

Rents: 166,693   174,400     184,950    10,550     6.0%
11     Office Rent (Note 8) 155,223      162,900       173,050       10,150      6.2%
12     Parking / Metrochek 11,470        11,500         11,900         400           3.5%

Insurance: 3,930       4,900         4,400        (500)         -10.2%
13     Public Official Bonds 1,999          3,200           2,600           (600)         -18.8%
14     Liability and Property 1,931          1,700           1,800           100           5.9%

Travel: 11,646     22,950       16,200      (6,750)      -29.4%
15     Conference Registration 1,831          2,000           2,000           -               0.0%
16     Conference Travel 2,229          5,000           4,500           (500)         -10.0%
17     Local Meetings & Related Expenses (Note 9) 6,489          12,200         6,200           (6,000)      -49.2%
18     Training & Professional Development (Note 10 1,097          3,750           3,500           (250)         -6.7%

Communication: 10,017     10,600       11,600      1,000       9.4%
19     Postage 3,717          4,600           4,600           -               0.0%
20     Telephone - LD 1,133          1,300           1,200           (100)         -7.7%
21     Telephone - Local 5,167          4,700           5,800           1,100        23.4%

Publications & Supplies 21,155     29,800       23,800      (6,000)      -20.1%
22     Office Supplies 4,698          4,300           4,500           200           4.7%
23     Duplication and Paper (Note 11) 12,137        15,500         9,300           (6,200)      -40.0%
24     Public Information (Note 12) 4,320          10,000         10,000         -               0.0%

Operations: 12,612     23,800       25,650      1,850       7.8%
25     Furniture and Equipment (Capital) (Note 13) 4,096          7,800           12,650         4,850        62.2%
26     Repairs and Maintenance 749             1,000           1,000           -               0.0%
27     Computer Operations (Note 14) 7,767          15,000         12,000         (3,000)      -20.0%

Other General and Administrative 6,749       6,400         6,800        400          6.3%
28     Subscriptions 468             400              400              -               0.0%
29     Memberships 2,007          1,400           1,700           300           21.4%
30     Fees and Miscellaneous 2,819          2,800           2,900           100           3.6%
31     Advertising (Personnel/Procurement) (Note 15 1,455          1,800           1,800           -               0.0%

       Total Administrative Costs 247,252      294,550       291,800       (2,750)      -0.9%

Contracting Services
32 Auditing (Note 16) 19,625        16,200         19,700         3,500        21.6%
33 Consultants - Technical -                  1,000           1,000           -               0.0%
34 Legal -                  1,000           1,000           -               0.0%

       Total Contract Services 19,625        18,200         21,700         3,500        19.2%

          Total Operating Program 1,037,866$ 1,140,750$ 1,198,350$ 57,600$    5.0%
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1.    Commonwealth of Virginia and Local Jurisdictional Contributions 

 
 Each NVTC jurisdiction is assigned a share of the local portion of NVTC’s 
administrative budget based on its share of revenue received by NVTC on behalf of 
jurisdictions from all sources in the previous year.  This procedure is required by state statute 
and results in changes in contributions from one year to another that vary for each jurisdiction 
depending on relative shares of revenue received.  The allocation in this FY 08 budget is 
based on the FY 07 Subsidy Allocation Model. 
 
2.    Project Chargebacks 
  
 This line consists primarily of charges for NVTC staff support for the VRE project 
and reimbursed from VRE’s budget.   
 
3.      Appropriated Surplus 
 
 Included as a source of revenue in the FY 08 budget is a projected excess accumulated 
surplus that is available to offset the proposed operating budget expenses.  This surplus is in 
excess of the commission’s anticipated minimum operating requirements. 
 
4.     Salaries 
 
 Salaries for fiscal year 2008 are budgeted to include merit increases for the existing 
staff.    Step increases for merit incentive raises are included up to 5%, but no cost of living 
adjustments are provided.  Each 1% of merit increases costs approximately $6,700.  Merit 
increases within the budget amount are awarded at the discretion of the executive director.   
The FY 08 budget includes nine regular staff positions, which is unchanged from the FY 07 
approved budget. 
 
5.     Group Health Insurance 
 
 Health insurance group policy rates remained about constant from the previous policy 
period ending April 30, 2005.  The constant rates are a reflection of a lowered group expense 
ratio, a decrease in the average age of participants, offset by increasing health care costs.  
Changes in employee participation levels are the other factor impacting the overall expense 
realized by the Commission.  Prior experience over the past several years however indicates 
cost increases of as much as 31 percent annually.  The FY 2008 budget includes a provision 
for increasing rates while using the current policy period rates as the base. 
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6.     Retirement 
 

 Employer pension contributions show a slight increase from the FY 07 budget due 
primarily to anticipated salary increases.    The calculations for the target benefit plan are 
based on actuarial formulas using the budgeted salaries levels for FY 08.  
  
7.   Commissioners’ Per Diem 
 
 The FY 2008 budget is based upon the regular meeting schedule, and includes per 
diems at the statutory rate of $200 for senators and delegates, and $50 for all other 
commissioners.     
 
8.     Office Rent 
 
 The administrative office lease was renewed during fiscal year 2001 for the period 
January 2001 through December 2010.  Rent expense is budgeted based upon the fixed costs 
of the lease, with a provision for increases in common area expenses due to rising costs. 
 
9.   Local Meetings and Related Expenses 
 
   NVTC hosts numerous regional meetings for the benefit of member jurisdictions.  
Costs of accommodating numerous meetings are the largest component of this line item, 
which also includes the costs of NVTC staff traveling to meetings elsewhere in the region.   
 
10.    Training and Professional Development 
 
 Actual expenditures fluctuate with the changing needs of staff.   While FY 06 
expenditures were below the budgeted level, a provision is maintained in the FY 08 budget 
for future staff training. 
 
11.    Duplication and Paper  
 

Duplication costs are budgeted based upon a five-year lease and maintenance contract 
entered into during FY 2006.  The duplication expenses of paper and staples, which are not 
included in the contract, have been budgeted based upon estimated usage levels.  
 
12.    Public Information 
 
 Public information includes the cost of various public outreach projects.   
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13.   Furniture and Equipment 
 
 This budget category provides for the replacement and acquisition of office furniture 
and equipment, including computer hardware.  It is expected that during FY 2008, computer 
hardware will need to be replaced or upgraded to support the operations of the commission.   
The FY 2008 budget also includes one-half the expected cost of replacing the present phone 
system, which is anticipated to take place during FY 2009.   
 
14.   Computer Operating Expense 
 
 Computer operating expenses include outside network consulting and services, 
software upgrades and supplies, and web hosting fees. 
 
15.    Advertising (Personnel/Procurement) 
 
 The FY 08 budget includes a provision for personnel and procurement advertising.  
An average of prior year costs was used to develop the budgeted amount as this category 
fluctuates from year to year. 
 
16.    Auditing 
 
 The FY 08 budget includes auditing fees according to the five-year contract with the 
present auditors plus a small contingency for additional services.   The budgeted increase 
from FY 07 to FY 08 is the result of the bi-annual pension plan audit included in FY 07, plus 
cost increases included in the contract.  
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 For NVTC’s conversion to full performance budgeting, a special pro-forma 
fund has been created to include the costs and revenues attributable to NVTC’s 
financial management function.  NVTC’s Director of Finance and Administration 
and Assistant Financial Officer devote 100 percent of their efforts to this function.  
NVTC’s Executive Director allocates a quarter of his time to this work.   While 
NVTC’s two secretaries and two senior planners/project managers spend about 
five percent each on invoice processing and grant billing procedures, those 
activities are considered as part of the  “planning, project management and 
public outreach” function shown in Appendix 2. 
 
 Regarding other expenses, it is assumed that a corresponding share of all 
other budget line items are attributable to this function.  The same assumption is 
made for revenues.  The attached Table 1 lists the derived costs and revenues 
for the commission’s financial management function for FY 2008. 
 
 Table 2 lists 12 performance measures by category, with results for FY 
2006 actual, as well as for the FY 2007 budget if known at this time.  Each year 
more results will be calculated to provide a historical record and establish 
favorable (or unfavorable) trends. 
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TABLE 1 
 

Northern Virginia Transportation Commission  
Pro Forma Financial Management Fund 

 
 

      
     FY 2006 FY 2007  FY 2008 

Actual ____          Approved Budget               Budget___ 
 
Expenditures  
        1 
 Personnel    $192,500 $195,200  $215,300 
    2 

Benefits       46,300     51,700      54,100 
   3 
Administrative Costs     75,900     88,600      89,500  
    4 
Contracting Services     19,600     16,800      20,300 
 
Total    $334,300 $352,300  $379,200 

 
Revenues 

         5 
 Total    $334,300 $352,300  $379,200 
 
 
Notes: 
 

1. Includes all salaries of the Director of Finance and Administration 
and the Assistant Controller and a quarter of the salary of the 
Executive Director. 

 
2. Includes benefits of the above three positions. 

 
3. Includes the same share of administrative costs as of 

salaries/benefits. 
 

4. Includes the entire cost of NVTC auditors and a proportion of legal 
and technical consultants. 

 
5. Assumes the same share of revenues as of expenses. 
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TABLE 2 

 
NVTC PERFORMANCE BUDGET MEASURES 

--Financial Management Function-- 
 
      FY 2006 FY 2007  FY 2008 

Actual _ Budget_ Budget_ 
 
Performance Measure 

 
Input: 
 
1.  Maintain tight budget   Yes  Yes  Yes 
     controls to keep NVTC’s  $310,000 $310,000 $310,000 
     total local contributions 
     to NVTC’s budget to no 
     more than $310,000 
     annually. 
 
2.  Effectively manage trust  Yes 
     fund assets at a ratio of   $42M 
     at least $35 million per 
     full time equivalent  
     financial management  
     employee. 
 
Output: 
 
3.  Produce acceptable   Yes   
     state aid grant applications  $252M  
     for WMATA, local bus systems  
     and VRE each year (totaling at 
     least $140 million) by the 
     state deadline (currently 
     February 1st). 
 
4.  Produce a preliminary    Yes  Yes 
     allocation of anticipated   $112M $109M 
     fiscal year revenues and 
     expenses (totaling at least $80 
     million) for each NVTC 
     jurisdiction by June 1st of  
     each year using NVTC’s  
     subsidy allocation model and 
     complete the final projection 
     by September 1st. 
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FY 2006 FY 2007  FY 2008 
Actual _ Budget_ Budget_ 

 
Efficiency: 
 
  5. Effectively manage trust fund  Yes 
      assets and grant revenues   $0.004 
      contracted at an administrative  
      cost ratio of no more than  $0.005  
      per $1 of assets and revenues. 
 
  6. By careful monitoring of   Yes 
      Department of Taxation expenses 0.2% 
      and proactive work with the  
      department’s field auditors, seek 
      to maintain the ratio of  
      administrative costs passed 
      through to NVTC at or below 0.3  
      percent of total motor fuel tax 
      revenues (currently approaching  
      $36 million annually) credited to  
      NVTC. 
 
  7. Effectively manage NVTC’s   Yes  Yes  Yes 
      employee flexible benefits  $118  $118  $118 
      program in house at an annual 
      savings of at least $100 per  
      employee compared to outside  
      management. 
 
   8. Co-own at least $168 million of Yes 
       VRE assets at a management $0.0004 
       fee to VRE of no more than  
       $0.0005 per dollar of assets. 
  
Service Quality: 
 
  9. In each annual audit, no subsidy  Yes 
      allocation or trust fund audit 
      adjustments required by auditors 
      as well as no material deficiencies  
      in internal controls and no related 
      material management letter  
      comments. 
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FY 2006 FY 2007  FY 2008 
Actual _ Budget_ Budget_ 

 
 
10. All trust fund grant reimbursement Yes 
      requests from jurisdictions with 
      proper documentation processed 
      within five working days in order  
      to maximize investment earnings 
      and cash flow. 
 
Outcome: 
 
11. 100% timely subsidy payments to  Yes 
       WMATA on behalf of jurisdictions  
       to avoid any late payment  
       penalties. 
 
12. Working with NVTC’s jurisdictions,  No 
      achieve 100% of grant funds billed  ($55,700  
      with no material lapsed funds     lapsed in  
      returned to granting agencies.    bus shelter   

  grant) 
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 For NVTC’s conversion to full performance budgeting, a special pro-forma 
fund has been created to include the costs and revenues attributable to NVTC’s 
planning, project management and public outreach functions.  NVTC’s Executive 
Director allocates three-quarters of his time to this work.   NVTC’s two 
secretaries; three directors of planning, projects and public outreach; and one 
research assistant are included. 
 
 Regarding other expenses, it is assumed that a corresponding share of all 
other budget line items are attributable to this function.  The same assumption is 
made for revenues.  The attached Table 1 lists the derived costs and revenues 
for the commission’s planning, project management and public outreach 
functions for FY 2008. 
 
 Table 2 lists 8 performance measures by category, with results for FY 
2006 actual and FY 2007 budget if known at this time.  Each year more results 
will be calculated to provide a historical record and establish favorable (or 
unfavorable) trends. 
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TABLE 1 
 

Northern Virginia Transportation Commission  
Pro Forma Planning, Project Management, Public Outreach Fund 

 
 

      
     FY 2006 FY 2007  FY 2008 

Actual ____          Approved Budget               Budget___ 
 
Expenditures  
        1 
 Personnel    $434,900 $454,900  $487,100 
    2 

Benefits       97,200   126,100    128,400 
    3 

Administrative Costs   171,400   206,000    202,200  
    4 
Contracting Services              0       1,400        1,400  
 
Total    $703,500 $788,400  $819,100 

   
Revenues 

         5 
 Total    $703,500 $788,400  $819,100 
   
 
Notes: 
 

1. Includes all salaries of NVTC employees except the Director of 
Finance and Administration, Assistant Controller and a quarter of 
the salary of the Executive Director. 

 
2. Includes benefits as in Note 1. 

 
3. Includes the same share of administrative costs as of 

salaries/benefits. 
 

4. Includes the remainder of legal and technical consulting not 
allocated to the financial management function. 

 
5. Assumes the same share of revenues as expenses. 
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TABLE 2 
 

NVTC PERFORMANCE BUDGET MEASURES 
--Planning, Project Management and Public Outreach Functions-- 

 
      FY 2006 FY 2007  FY 2008 

Actual _ Budget_ Budget_ 
 
Performance Measure 

 
Input: 
 
1.  Actively manage five or more  Yes. Nine  
     grant-funded projects with average projects  
     annual revenues of at least   averaging 
     $100,000 per project.   $109,417. 
 
Output: 
 
2.  Through effective outreach,  
     increase hits on electronic  
     schedules web page by at least  
     15% to average over 9,800 per  
     day (from 8,600 per day currently). 
      
3.  Increase hits on NVTC’s web page 
     by at least 10% to average over  
     1,000 unique visitors per month   
     (from 900 unique visitors per  
      month currently). 
 
Efficiency: 
 
  4. By assisting Northern Virginia  Yes. $5.3 
      jurisdictions in meeting annual  million  per 
      deadlines for NTD reporting,   $160,000. 
      achieve $6.0 million or more in  
      additional FTA formula funds 
      for WMATA per $190,000 of 
      state grant funds spent on  
      data collection. 
 
  5. By using NVTC’s research    
      assistant’s skills in web   
      management and GIS mapping,  
      save at least $50 per hour of paid  
      consulting time totaling $48,750  
      annually, net of software and  
      other administrative costs. 
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FY 2006 FY 2007  FY 2008 
Actual _ Budget_ Budget_ 

 
Service Quality: 
 
  6. Respond to 100% of public,       
      board members and jurisdictional  
      staff inquiries within 48 hours during  
      the work week using mail, phone  
      and e-mail logs (with subsequent  
      follow up for more information if  
      necessary). 
     
  7. Post 100% of NVTC meeting   
      materials and approved reports on 
      NVTC website within 24-hours of  
      releasing to board members or  
      approval by the board. 
 
Outcome: 
 
   8. Complete acceptable final reports   
       and close out project grants with   
       no lapsed funds for Senior Mobility  
       Phase 2, MARTHA (real-time bus  
       arrival algorithm), hydrogen-bus  
       demonstration and SmarTrip  
       fareboxes. 
 
  



AGENDA ITEM #3

NVTC’s PRELIMINARY FY 2008 
ADMINISTRATIVE BUDGET

-September 7, 2006-



RECOMMENDED ACTION

Action is requested to authorize 
forwarding the preliminary budget to the 
jurisdictions for planning their local 
budgets.

2



TOTAL EXPENSES

3

5.0%$1,198,350$1,140,750$1,037,866

%Change
FY2008/2007

FY 2008 
Preliminary 

Budget 

FY 2007 
Budget

FY 2006
Actual



Personnel: Up 6.8%($56,850)--75% of total 
budget. 5% average performance-based 
salary increase.  No cost-of-living
adjustment. Converted intern to full time 
position in FY 2006.

Rent: Up 6.0%($10,550).

Auditing: Up 22% ($3,500).

Equipment: Up 62.2% ($4,850)—Almost half the 
cost of replacing NVTC’s telephone 
system in FY 2009 after 10-years. 4

COST DRIVERS



TOTAL REVENUES

5

(-42.4%)$83,000$144,000$21,878Appropriated 
Surplus

5.0%$1,198,350$1,140,750 $1,037,866Total

(-9.4%)$87,000$96,000 $103,803Other 
(Interest, Projects)

0 $310,000$310,000$310,000Local 
Jurisdictions

21.6%$718,350$590,750$602,185Commonwealth

%Change 
FY2008/2007

FY 2008 
Preliminary

Budget 

FY 2007 
Budget 

FY 2006 
Actual 



PERFORMANCE BUDGETING
FOR NVTC 

Categories of Measures:

1) Input--budget or actual 
expenditures per employee.

2) Output--amount of 
accomplishment.

3) Efficiency--cost per unit of   
accomplishment.

4) Service quality--degree of satisfaction,   
accuracy or timeliness.

5) Outcome--percent of objective achieved. 6



FY 2008
Preliminary
Budget            

Personnel: $215,300

Benefits: 54,100

Administrative Costs:     89,500

Contracted Services: 20,300
Total $379,200

[31.6% of NVTC’s total budget]
7

PRO FORMA FINANCIAL 
MANAGEMENT FUND



Target Measure for FY 2008 Measure Applied to Actual:

FY 2005 FY 2006
Input:
1.  Maintain tight budget Yes Yes

controls to keep NVTC’s $310,000 $310,000
total local contributions
to NVTC’s budget to no
more than $310,000
annually.

2.  Effectively manage trust Yes Yes
fund assets at a ratio of $38M $42M
at least $35 million per
full time equivalent 
financial management 
employee.

8

NVTC FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
PERFORMANCE MEASURES FOR FY 2008 

AND ACTUAL EXPERIENCE FOR FY 2005/06



Target Measure for FY 2008 Measure Applied to Actual:

FY 2005 FY 2006
Output:
3.  Produce acceptable Yes Yes 

state aid grant applications $161M $252M
for WMATA, local bus systems 
and VRE each year (totaling at
least $140 million) by the
state deadline (currently
February 1st).

4.  Produce a preliminary allocation Yes Yes
of anticipated fiscal year revenues $97M $112M
and expenses (totaling at least $80
million) for each NVTC jurisdiction 
by June 1st of each year using NVTC’s 
subsidy allocation model and complete 
the final projection by September 1st. 9

NVTC FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
PERFORMANCE MEASURES 



Target Measure for FY 2008 Measure Applied to Actual:

FY 2005 FY 2006
Efficiency:
5. Effectively manage trust fund Yes Yes

assets and grant revenues $0.004 0.004
contracted at an administrative 
cost ratio of no more than  $0.005 
per $1 of assets and revenues.

6. By careful monitoring of Yes Yes
Department of Taxation expenses 0.2% 0.2%
and proactive work with the 
department’s field auditors, seek to
maintain the ratio of administrative 
costs passed through to NVTC at or 
below 0.3 percent of total motor fuel tax
revenues (currently approaching $36 
million annually) credited to NVTC. 10

NVTC FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
PERFORMANCE MEASURES 



Target Measure for FY 2008 Measure Applied to Actual:

FY 2005 FY 2006
Efficiency:
7. Effectively manage NVTC’s NA Yes 

employee flexible benefits $118
program in house at an annual
savings of at least $100 per 
employee compared to outside 
management.

8. Co-own at least $168 million of Yes Yes
VRE assets at a management $0.0005 $0.0004
fee to VRE of no more than 
$0.0005 per dollar of assets.

11

NVTC FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
PERFORMANCE MEASURES 



Target Measure for FY 2008 Measure Applied to Actual:

FY 2005 FY 2006
Service Quality:
9. In each annual audit, no subsidy Yes Yes

allocation or trust fund audit 
adjustments required by auditors 
as well as no material deficiencies
in internal controls and no related 
material management letter 
comments.

10. All trust fund grant reimbursement Yes Yes
requests from jurisdictions with
proper documentation processed
within five working days in order 
to maximize investment earnings
and cash flow. 12

NVTC FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
PERFORMANCE MEASURES 



Target Measure for FY 2008 Measure Applied to Actual:

FY 2005 FY 2006

Outcome:
11. 100% timely subsidy payments Yes Yes

to WMATA on behalf of 
jurisdictions to avoid any late 
payment penalties.

12. Working with NVTC’s jurisdictions, Almost Yes. No. $55,700 
achieve 100% of grant funds billed   $689 lapsed lapsed in state
with no material lapsed funds to close out grant for bus
returned to granting agencies. two grants shelters

13

NVTC FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
PERFORMANCE MEASURES 
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PRO FORMA FUND FOR PLANNING, 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND 

PUBLIC OUTREACH

FY 2008
Preliminary 
Budget            

Personnel: $487,100

Benefits: 128,400

Administrative Costs:  202,200

Contracted Services: 1,400

Total $819,100

[68.4% of NVTC’s total budget]
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NVTC PLANNING, PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT AND PUBLIC OUTREACH 

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Target Measure for FY 2008 Measure Applied to Actual:

FY 2006
Input:

1.  Actively manage five or more Yes. Nine Projects
grant contracts with average averaging $109,417.
annual revenues of at least 
$100,000 per project.
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NVTC PLANNING, PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT AND PUBLIC OUTREACH 

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Target Measure for FY 2008 Measure Applied to Actual:

FY 2006
Output:

2.  Through effective outreach,
increase hits on electronic 
schedules web page by at least
15% to average over 9,800 per day 
(from 8,600 per day currently).

3.  Increase hits on NVTC’s web page
by at least 10% to average over 
1,000 unique visitors per month 
(from 900 unique visitors per month 
currently).
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NVTC PLANNING, PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT AND PUBLIC OUTREACH 

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Target Measure for FY 2008 Measure Applied to Actual:

FY 2006
Efficiency:

4. By assisting Northern Virginia Yes. $5.3 million 
jurisdictions in meeting annual per $160,000.
deadlines for NTD reporting, achieve 
$6.0 million or more in additional FTA 
formula funds for WMATA per $190,000 
of state grant funds spent on data 
collection.

5. By using NVTC’s research assistant’s 
skills in web management and GIS 
mapping, save at least $50 per hour of 
paid consulting time totaling $48,750
annually, net of software and other 
administrative costs.
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NVTC PLANNING, PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT AND PUBLIC OUTREACH 

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Target Measure for FY 2008 Measure Applied to Actual:

FY 2006
Service Quality:

6. Respond to 100% of public, board 
members and jurisdictional staff 
inquiries within 48 hours during the 
work week using mail, phone and 
e-mail logs (with subsequent follow 
up for more information if necessary). 

7. Post 100% of NVTC meeting N.A.
materials and approved reports
within 24-hours of releasing to 
board members or approval by 
the board.
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NVTC PLANNING, PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT AND PUBLIC OUTREACH 

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Target Measure for FY 2008 Measure Applied to Actual:

FY 2006
Outcome:

8. Complete acceptable final reports and 
close out project grants with no lapsed
funds for Senior Mobility Phase 2, 
MARTHA (real-time bus arrival algorithm), 
hydrogen-bus demonstration and SmarTrip

fareboxes.



 

4350 N. Fairfax Drive  Suite 720  Arlington, Virginia 22203 
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AGENDA ITEM #11 

 
MEMORANDUM 

 
TO:  Chairman Connolly and NVTC Commissioners 
 
FROM: Rick Taube  
 
DATE: December 28, 2006 
 
SUBJECT: Legislative Items. 
             
 
 Staff will describe recent developments prior to the start of the 2007 
General Assembly session.  A copy is attached of a brochure used to transmit 
NVTC’s legislative agenda to members of the General Assembly. 
 



Northern Virginia Transportation Commission

2007 Legislative Agenda



2007 Legislative Agenda

1. Increase stable, reliable and permanent state funding for transit.
2. Meet the commonwealth’s statutory goal of funding 95% of eligible 

transit costs from the Mass Transit Fund.  For FY 2007 alone, this 
would have required an additional $230 million (the goal is triple the 
current level).  

3. Ensure transit receives at least 14.7% of any new transportation 
revenues (transit’s current share of the TTF). Meeting the 95% state 
transit formula assistance target and ensuring a fair share of new state 
transportation revenues for transit will have the effect of elevating the 
state priority placed on transit maintenance to match that placed on highway maintenance.

4. Dedicate most or all of $339 million in the “caboose” bill to transit using the current MTF allocation shares 
(NVTC and VRE would receive 70%).

5. Use state bonded indebtedness as a tool to help resolve the transportation funding crisis with new 
sources of revenue for debt service.

6. Maintain DRPT’s existing transit allocation formulas and audit requirements since they ensure 
accountability and direct funds to where the need is greatest.

7. Secure the TTF by adopting a constitutional amendment to prevent diversion of funds. 

State Funding
NVTC calls upon the General Assembly to:

Regional Funding
NVTC asks the General Assembly to:

1. Provide a dedicated funding source for WMATA to secure $1.5 billion of new federal funds.  Absent 
a new statewide or regional transportation funding source, then dedicate to WMATA an increase 
in the state sales and use tax of a quarter-cent, subject to an affirmative vote by local governing 
bodies representing at least 90% of the population of the five jurisdictions supporting Metro in which 
the tax will be levied.  Once the tax is in effect, the legislation should state that the tax can only be 
eliminated by action of local governing bodies representing at least 90% of the population of those five 
jurisdictions.  Funds will be held in trust by NVTC or NVTA.  The commonwealth should be required to 
maintain its own level of transit funding effort.

2. Increase NVTC’s 2% motor fuels tax to 4% to pay 
for existing Metro obligations (the new dedicated 
sales tax would pay for currently unfunded 
obligations).  As was the case in the 1980 2% 
legislation, provide a reduction in the property tax 
rate in the first year.

3. Adopt other regional transportation funding 
initiatives if all the proceeds stay in Northern Virginia 
and they do not absolve the state of its primary 
responsibility for transportation.

Northern Virginia Transportation Commission



2007 Legislative Agenda

Other State Actions
NVTC favors legislative and administrative actions to:

1. Provide access to funding for freight railroads only if they provide matching funds, allow access to 
public passenger rail service on reasonable terms and agree to complete projects on time and on 
budget.

2. Develop a new state program to fully indemnify transit systems against terrorism-related claims.
3. Safeguard the effectiveness of HOV lanes through improved 

enforcement and protect transit and ridesharing interests in any HOT 
lane legislation.

4. Support telework including establishing a Telework Council.
5. Strengthen the multi-modal office under the Secretary of 

Transportation and retain DRPT as the transition occurs to a true 
multi-modal approach.

6. Examine changes in the Public-Private Transportation Act to create a 
more transparent process with greater local government and citizen 
involvement in decision-making.

7. Allow the option of paying the same per diems to all members 
of state-created boards and commissions as General Assembly 
members receive who serve on those bodies, in order to ensure equal 
treatment.

8. Turn over the Dulles Rail Project to the Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority to ensure that 
all Dulles Toll Road tolls remain in this region to pay for completion of the project.  MWAA should be 
required to consult with affected local governments throughout the process.

Federal
NVTC asks Congress and the President to:

1. Provide $1.5 billion for WMATA’s unfunded capital needs over and above Metro Matters, to be matched 
by non-federal dedicated sources.  Also restore $160 million not provided in SAFETEA-LU for the Metro 
Matters program.  This will help combat Greenhouse Gas emissions.

2. Provide at least $50 million for VRE locomotives and other capital needs.
3. Prevent the imminent insolvency of the Highway Trust Fund and protect the Mass Transit Fund 

with increased and indexed motor fuel taxes, incentives for innovative financing and guaranteed 
authorizations for transit.

4. Increase security funding for local and regional transportation agencies in this region.
5. Raise the tax-free transit benefits (Metrochek) to match that available for parking (up to $200 monthly).
6. Preserve access to Amtrak facilities by commuter rail systems such as VRE if Amtrak is restructured.  

Do not require increased state funding.
7. Broaden the cap on commuter rail liability at a level no greater than $200 million per occurrence.
8. Provide new funding to mitigate traffic congestion at Fort Belvoir/EPG resulting from the BRAC 

recommendations and require that the U.S. Army complete the segment of the Fairfax County Parkway 
that provides access.

9. Require federal agencies considering relocating workplaces to consult with local and regional governing 
bodies regarding land use and transportation consequences and to incorporate their recommendations 
into federal decision-making.

Northern Virginia Transportation Commission
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For a full copy of NVTC’s 2007 Legislative Agenda visit:
www.thinkoutsidethecar.org

Northern Virginia Transportation Commission
4350 N. Fairfax Drive, #720
Arlington, VA 22203
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AGENDA ITEM #12 

 
MEMORANDUM 

 
TO:  Chairman Connolly and NVTC Commissioners 
 
FROM: Rick Taube  
 
DATE: December 28, 2006 
 
SUBJECT: WMATA Items. 
             
 

A. FY 2008 Proposed Budget. 
 

Metro Staff proposed a budget that would require $64 million of 
additional revenue, primarily through fare and local subsidy increases.  
Among the proposals is a call for greater use of congestion pricing by 
time period and station.  Materials are attached. 
 

B. Results of the Regional Bus Conference. 
 

The attached summary describes the November 30th conference and 
the recommended next steps. 
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Jack Requa
Acting General Manager

On September 20, 1931, The Washington Post ran a headline with the title,

“Will Washington Need a Subway?” More than 75 years later, the answer is

a resounding “yes.” During 2006, Metrorail witnessed seven of the top ten

ridership days in history and routinely provides over 700,000 passenger trips

per day. Metrobus ridership is growing and provides 470,000 passenger trips

per day.

It is an exciting time for Metro. However, it is also a time of transition and

critical policy decisions. Our organization is not only experiencing a transition

in leadership, but also in the way we function. Metro was set up to build a

regional rail network and the original system is now complete. Our new focus

is to continue improving customer service while maintaining

Metro’s network of rail, bus and paratransit vehicles.

Metro is facing critical policy decisions. Metro leadership and

our Board of Directors must continually evaluate service levels

and revenue requirements. All decisions must be made in the

interest of our customers, the states and local jurisdictions that provide financial

support to Metro, the federal government and our many dedicated employees.

The purpose of this document is not only to communicate where we stand as

an organization, but also to provide an executive summary of the proposed

fiscal year (FY) 2008 budget. The summary is intended to support decisions

as our Board moves forward with the budget process.

Metro is committed to ensuring that our customers receive a safe, reliable,

cost-effective and responsive transit service. To that end, we developed a

budget that will provide the best possible rail, bus and paratransit service to

the region.

On behalf of Metro, I hope you find this a useful document and that it

addresses any questions you may have about our mission and budget.

Metro was set up to build a

regional rail network and the

original system is now complete.

Our new focus is to continue

improving customer service

while maintaining Metro’s

network of rail, bus and

paratransit vehicles.
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Metro is governed by a Board of Directors consisting of 12 members. The Board

is comprised of six voting and six alternate members. Maryland, the District of

Columbia and Virginia each appoint two voting members and two alternates.

Gladys W. Mack is Chairman of the Board in 2006 and Principal Director for

the District of Columbia. She served on the Metro Board from 1979 to June

1991 and joined again in April 1995. Mrs. Mack currently is Deputy Executive

Director of the United Planning Organization.

Charles Deegan is First Vice Chairman of the Board in 2006. He joined the

Metro Board in May 2004 as Principal Director representing Prince George’s

County, MD. He is appointed to the Board by the Governor of Maryland.

Christopher Zimmerman is Second Vice Chairman of the Board in 2006. He

has served on the Metro Board as Principal Director representing Arlington

County, VA, since January 1998. Mr. Zimmerman has served on the Arlington

County Board since 1996.

Dana Kauffman has served on the Metro Board since January 1996 and he was

Chairman of the Board in 2005. He became the Principal Director representing

Fairfax County, VA, in January 2001. Mr. Kauffman has served on the Fairfax

County Board of Supervisors since January 1996.

Jim Graham joined the Metro Board in January 1999 and is a Principal Director

for the District of Columbia. Mr. Graham serves on the Council of the District

of Columbia, representing Ward 1.

Ray Briscuso joined the Metro Board in July 2006 and is a Principal Director

representing Montgomery County, MD.  He is appointed to the Board by the

Governor of Maryland. Mr. Briscuso is the Principal of Briscuso and Associates,

LLC, a consulting firm that serves the biotechnology and life sciences industry.

William D. Euille joined the Metro Board in July 2000 as an Alternate Director

representing the City of Alexandria, VA. Mr. Euille is currently the Mayor of

Alexandria and has served on the Alexandria City Council since May 1994.

Marcell Solomon joined the Board in March 2003 as an Alternate Director

from Prince George’s County, MD. Mr. Solomon currently practices law at

Solomon & Martin in Greenbelt, MD.

Catherine Hudgins joined the Metro Board in January 2004 as an Alternate

Director representing Fairfax County, VA. Mrs. Hudgins was elected to the

Fairfax County Board of Supervisors in November 1999. 

Metro Board of Directors

Gladys W. Mack
Chairman

Charles Deegan
First Vice Chairman

Christopher Zimmerman
Second Vice Chairman

Jim Graham

Dana Kauffman

Ray Briscuso

William D. Euille

Marcell Solomon

Catherine Hudgins
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Gordon Linton joined the Metro Board in May 2004 as an Alternate Director

representing Montgomery County, MD. Mr. Linton is a Senior Advisor and

Vice President of Business Development for WageWorks, Inc.

Marion Barry joined the Board in January 2005 as Alternate Director for the

District of Columbia. Mr. Barry serves on the Council of the District of

Columbia, representing Ward 8.

Michelle L. Pourciau joined the Board in November 2006 as Alternate Director

for the District of Columbia. Ms. Pourciau is the Director of the District of

Columbia Department of Transportation.

Agency Oversight

Riders’ Advisory Council

On December 15, 2005, the Metro Board established a Riders’ Advisory Council

(RAC). This group allows Metro customers an unprecedented level of input on

bus, rail and paratransit service.

The 21-member RAC includes six representatives from each jurisdiction, two

at-large members and the head of Metro’s Elderly and Disabled Transportation

Advisory Committee. Dennis Jaffe currently serves as chairman.

Jurisdictional Coordinating Committee

The Jurisdictional Coordinating Committee (JCC) consists of staff members

from the jurisdictions supporting Metro. The JCC was established by the Board

of Directors to facilitate the exchange of information and viewpoints between

jurisdictions and Metro staff. Meeting agendas are established by Metro staff and

the JCC chairman and include items referred by the Board or Metro staff as well

as items requested by JCC members. Gary Erenrich—representing Montgomery

County, MD—currently serves as chairman.

Elderly and Disabled Transportation Advisory Committee

Metro’s Elderly and Disabled Transportation Advisory Committee was created

to address the needs of senior citizens and customers with disabilities. Its efforts

have resulted in numerous service upgrades including gap reducers, which make

it easier for customers who use wheelchairs to board Metrorail trains. Patrick

Sheehan currently serves as chairman.

Gordon Linton

Marion Barry

Michelle L. Pourciau
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Metro, with over 10,000 employees,  is a very large organization. However,

its mission is very simple: to provide safe, reliable, cost-effective and

responsive transit service to the Washington D.C. region. Metro provides

three transit services: Metrorail, Metrobus and MetroAccess.

Metrorail

Metro was created in 1967 through an Interstate Compact. Construction of

the Metrorail system began in 1969 and the first phase of Metrorail

operation opened in 1976. Metro completed the originally planned 103-mile

Metrorail system in early 2001. In 2004, Metro expanded the system,

opening the Blue Line extension to Largo Town Center and New York Ave-

Florida Ave-Gallaudet U station on the Red Line. Today, Metrorail operates

a fleet of 950 rail cars providing over 200 million passenger trips annually.

Metrobus

In 1973, under direction from the U.S. Congress, Metro acquired four area

bus systems and created Metrobus. Today, Metrobus operates a fleet of 1,477

buses providing over 130 million passenger trips annually.

MetroAccess

In 1994, Metro began providing MetroAccess, a paratransit service for

people with disabilities unable to use fixed route transit service.

MetroAccess operates a fleet of over 300 vans and sedans providing

1.6 million passenger trips annually.

What Does Metro Do?
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Metrorail is now the second

busiest rail system in the

country. The system provides

over 700,000 passenger trips

on an average weekday,

maintains over 106 miles of rail

and operates 86 stations

throughout the District of

Columbia, Maryland and

Virginia.

On March 27, 1976, more than 51,000 people rode for free on 4.2 miles of a new

heavy rail transit network. The new system was called Metrorail and provided

service in the District of Columbia between Rhode Island Avenue and Farragut

North stations on the Red Line. Two days later—on the first day of revenue

service—19,913 passengers rode the system, completing 188 train trips.

A lot has changed since 1976. Metrorail is now the second busiest rail system in

the country. The system provides over 700,000 passenger trips on an average

weekday, maintains over 106 miles of rail and operates 86 stations throughout

the District of Columbia, Maryland and Virginia. In recent years, Metrorail has

expanded service hours, added new service for sporting events, served an

increasing number of tourists and increased capacity through the use of eight-car

trains during peak periods on the Orange Line. Metrorail plans to achieve 15

percent peak period eight-car trains by December 2006, 33 percent by

December 2007, and 50 percent by December 2008. Along with these ongoing

service improvements, Metrorail is introducing new system enhancements to

improve customer flow and provide increased access to train information.

Metrorail is moving forward with several initiatives that will expand service,

but do not have intensive capital requirements. In October 2006, Metrorail

eliminated turnbacks during off-peak hours on the Red Line at Grosvenor

station in Montgomery County, Maryland. Passengers traveling on the Red

Line in the direction of Shady Grove station now have more frequent

service. On December 31, 2006 Metrorail will extend its Yellow Line service

to Fort Totten station during off-peak hours and on weekends.  The

extension will provide additional service to passengers in a growing corridor

of the District of Columbia.

Metrorail
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Metrobus

In 1973, Metro acquired four local bus services, creating the Metrobus

system. Metrobus quickly moved to drop transfer charges, extend senior

citizen discounts regionwide and reduce fares on selected routes. Metrobus

unified its bus appearance with a red, white and blue paint scheme and

purchased 620 buses.

Today, Metrobus provides 470,000 passenger trips on an average weekday,

operates a fleet of 1,477 buses on over 300 routes, and maintains 12,301 bus

stops and 792 shelters. The majority of the Metrobus fleet consists of diesel

powered vehicles, but close to one-third of the Metrobus fleet is now powered

by compressed natural gas (CNG) and diesel hybrid electric power. Metrobus

provides a true regional service with routes in the District of Columbia,

Maryland and Virginia. Metrobus service is supplemented by local bus service

from Ride On (Montgomery County, MD), TheBus (Prince George’s County,

MD), DASH (Alexandria, VA), ART  (Arlington, VA) and Fairfax Connector

(Fairfax, VA).

Board Chairman Gladys Mack dubbed 2006 the “Year of the Bus” for a reason.

In the summer of 2006, Metrobus received 417 new buses (250 CNG, 117

advanced technology diesel and 50 hybrid electric). These buses reduced the

average age of the Metrobus fleet from 10 to less than seven years, significantly

improving reliability and customer service. The buses also helped Metrobus

reach an important milestone. In April 2006, the entire Metrobus fleet became

wheelchair accessible. Every Metrobus now has either a wheelchair ramp or lift,

improving access for passengers with disabilities.

In September 2006, Metrobus—in coordination with the District of Columbia,

Maryland and Virginia—made service changes in response to customer requests.

The changes will improve service reliability and transfer connections between

buses and trains. Metrobus is also attempting to make its service more

convenient and accessible to customers through technology. Metrobus is testing

a system to provide bus arrival times at specific stops. Additionally, schedules for

Metrobus routes can now be downloaded to mobile devices.

In the summer of 2006,

Metrobus received 417 new

buses. These buses reduced the

average age of the Metrobus

fleet from 10 to less than seven

years, significantly improving

reliability and customer service.
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MetroAccess

The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990 is a civil rights law

that mandates accessibility of public transportation to people with

disabilities. In response to ADA, MetroAccess service began in May of

1994, providing accessible shared-ride transportation for individuals unable

to use fixed route service such as Metrobus or Metrorail. MetroAccess serves

the entire Washington region, with daily trips serving the District of

Columbia, Maryland and Virginia. Riders are eligible for MetroAccess if

they have a disability that prevents them from reaching a transit stop,

boarding a transit vehicle or reaching their destination using transit.

In its first year of service, MetroAccess provided 44,000 trips. Today,

MetroAccess provides 1.6 million annual passenger trips—an average of

4,500 scheduled daily trips—to 16,000 registered customers. The

MetroAccess fleet consists of over 300 vehicles including vans and sedans.

MetroAccess provides its transit service through a paratransit contractor

that schedules and oversees all rides.

With an aging population continuing to participate in the community,

demand for MetroAccess is higher than ever. Besides MetroAccess, Metro is

promoting several mobility options for people with disabilities. These

options include:  educating consumers that all Metro vehicles are accessible,

encouraging transit use (MetroAccess customers ride Metrorail and

Metrobus for free), instructing consumers in transit use and promoting other

mobility options.

In its first year of service,

MetroAccess provided 44,000

trips. Today, MetroAccess

provides 1.6 million annual

passenger trips—an average of

4,500 scheduled daily trips—

to 16,000 registered

customers.
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Budget at a Glance

Metro’s proposed FY 2008 annual budget is actually two budgets:  a $1.2

billion operating budget and a $0.7 billion capital budget. The $1.9 billion

budget supports a transit network that provides significant benefits to the

entire Washington D.C. region.

❚ Metro takes 580,000 cars off the road each weekday, benefiting non-

transit riders by reducing traffic congestion.

❚ Without Metro, Washington D.C. would need an additional 150,000

parking spaces and the region would require an additional 1,400

highway lane miles.

❚ Metro eliminates more than 10,000 tons of pollution and saves the

region over 75 million gallons of gasoline each year.

❚ The federal government is the single largest beneficiary of Metro’s

transit system:  nearly half of all Metrorail stations are located at federal

facilities and over 40 percent of peak ridership consists of federal

employees.
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Metro’s $1.2 billion operating budget receives revenue from its customers.

However, support from states and local jurisdictions make up the rest. The

operating budget pays for items such as electricity for trains, fuel for buses

and the employee payroll. These expenses go toward Metrorail, Metrobus

and MetroAccess service.

Metro’s $0.7 billion capital budget receives its revenue from federal funds,

state and local jurisdictions, and debt/financing. The capital budget pays for

items such as infrastructure renewal (e.g., trackwork and communications

upgrades) and new rail cars and buses.
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Metro’s proposed FY 2008 operating budget is $1.2 billion, a net increase of

$100.1 million, or 9%, over the FY 2007 operating budget. This increase is

linked to two areas:  a $116.4 million expense increase associated with cost

drivers such as service expansion and inflation and a $16.3 million net

reduction due to management actions and recommendations.

Expense Increase

Metro’s expenses will increase by $116.4 million in FY 2008.  The expense

increase is linked to three areas: inflation driven costs, base adjustments and

service expansion.

Inflation driven costs increase the operating budget by $69.2 million.  This

includes inflationary increases in employee salaries, health insurance and

electricity and fuel costs.

Why is the Operating Budget Going Up?

FY 2007 Operating Budget

Expense Increase
Management Actions and Recommendations

SUBTOTAL (Net Increase)

Proposed FY 2008 Operating Budget

$1,104.9

$116.4

$100.1

$1,205.0

($ in millions)

(16.3)

1. Inflation Driven Costs
     Union COLAs/Steps/Progressions
     Electricity/Propulsion
     Health Insurance Inflation (9%)
     Non-Union Pay Raise (5%)
     Information Technology
     CNG
     Other

SUBTOTAL

2. Base Adjustments
     Workers’ Compensation/Third Party Claims
     Pension Funding
     Utility Rate Increases

SUBTOTAL

3. Service Expansion
     Operation of New Rail Cars
     Paratransit Program
     Annualize FY 2007 Service Change

SUBTOTAL

TOTAL

$26.1
10.5

9.3
6.7
3.0
3.0

10.6
$69.2

$12.7
11.5

5.0
$29.2

$7.8
6.6
3.6

$18.0

$116.4

($ in millions)

FY 2008 EXPENSE INCREASE
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Base adjustments increase the operating budget by $29.2 million. This includes

increases for workers’ compensation, pension funding and utility rates.

Service expansion increases the operating budget by $18 million. This includes

additional funds for the operation of new rail cars, improvements to the

paratransit program and annualized FY 2007 service changes such as bus

overcrowding relief and increased rail service.

Management Actions and Recommendations

Metro has taken action in a number of areas to cut costs and control

spending. These actions total a net reduction of $16.3 million and include

$29.2 million in administrative and service reductions offset by a

$12.9 million funding increase.

The $15.6 million in administrative costs includes an across-the-board expense

cut of five percent; the elimination of 34 positions; and reductions in other areas

including consultant fees, travel and marketing. Metro will  also receive a $2.5

million tax credit for CNG fuel.

Metro is proposing $13.6 million in bus and rail service reductions. Using an

established productivity criteria program, Metro has identified certain services

that are an inefficient use of funds (service reductions appendix on page 36).

Metro is also proposing to increase funding by $12.9 million. This includes

$12.1 million to replenish the depleted operating reserve and $0.8 million to

fund an organizational review.

1. Management Actions to Reduce Expenses
     Base Budget Reduction (5%)
     Eliminate 34 Positions
     CNG Tax Credit
     Marketing Effort
     Professional and Technical/Travel

SUBTOTAL

2. Bus and Rail Service Reductions

3. Recommended Funding

TOTAL

($6.2)
(3.1)
(2.5)
(2.0)
(1.8)

($15.6)

($13.6)

($16.3)

($ in millions)

MANAGEMENT ACTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

$12.9
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Metrorail Operating Budget

Metro’s $1.2 billion

Operating Budget includes

$684 million for Metrorail.
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Metrorail Performance

Metrorail is committed to providing quality rail service to its customers. In this

effort, Metrorail has identified two key performance measures:  on-time

performance and cost per revenue mile.

On-time performance in rail reflects the percent of all trains that arrive at

heavy-use stations within two minutes of their scheduled arrival. Any

deviation of more than two minutes counts against this measure. Metrorail

expects on-time performance to improve as it completes major rehabilitation

of its rail car fleet.

Cost per revenue mile measures how cost effectively Metrorail is

delivering its service. From FY 2004 to 2007, Metrorail’s cost per

revenue mile (in constant 2006 dollars) has declined, an indicator

of improving efficiency. A slight increase is anticipated in

FY 2008 due to a deregulated power market in Maryland and

other cost increases.

Metrorail Actions in FY 2008

In FY 2008, Metrorail is undertaking the following actions to

improve performance and enhance customer service:

❚ Acquire and deploy 122 new rail cars (expected delivery by

summer 2008) in addition to rehabilitation of current rail cars.

❚ Replace old mainline switches with more reliable equipment to reduce

breakdowns and failures.

❚ Increase equipment reliability to reduce in-service delays and offloads as

well as improve rail car interiors and exteriors.

❚ Replace 13 miles of rail track per year to maintain the system and reduce

track-related mechanical failures.

❚ Continue customer outreach programs to address customer and

employee concerns.

❚ Provide refresher training to supervisors and train operators focusing on

safety, customer service and rail efficiency.

Metrorail expects on-time

performance to improve as it

completes major rehabilitation

of its rail car fleet.

From FY 2004 to 2007,

Metrorail’s cost per revenue

mile has declined, an indicator

of improving efficiency.
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Metrobus Operating Budget

Metro’s $1.2 billion

Operating Budget includes

$461 million for Metrobus.
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Metrobus Performance

Metrobus is committed to providing quality service to its customers. In this

effort, Metrobus has identified two key performance measures: mean distance

between failures and cost per revenue mile.

Mean distance between failures measures the number of miles, on average, a

bus travels without mechanical failure. This measure indicates the overall

reliability of the Metrobus fleet for its customers. Metro expects mean distance

between failures to increase by 26 percent from FY 2004 to 2008. This

anticipated change, with large increases expected in FY 2007 and 2008, is due

to the delivery of new buses, improving fleet reliability.

Cost per revenue mile measures how cost effectively Metrobus is delivering

its service. From FY 2004 to 2007, Metrobus’ cost per revenue mile (in

constant 2006 dollars) has increased largely due to the volatility of fuel

costs. In FY 2008, Metro expects the trend to continue due to increased

expenses in areas such as customer service and security.

Metrobus Actions in FY 2008

In FY 2008, Metrobus is undertaking the following actions to

improve performance and enhance customer service:

❚ Initiate a multi-year bus procurement to meet annual

equipment needs through FY 2011, with 100 buses scheduled

for arrival toward the end of FY 2008.

❚ New technologies (e.g., next bus arrival time system) will be

expanded and integrated, providing better information and

service to customers.

❚ One hundred existing buses will be completely overhauled to

a “like new” condition.

❚ A new contract providing bus cleaning and sign maintenance

service will provide a noticeable customer service improvement.

❚ Implementation of an on-board video camera survelliance program will

enhance passenger security.

Metro expects mean distance

between failures to increase by

26 percent from FY 2004 to

2008. This anticipated change,

with large increases expected in

FY 2007 and 2008, is due to

the delivery of new buses,

improving fleet reliability.
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MetroAccess Operating Budget

Metro’s $1.2 billion

Operating Budget includes

$60 million for MetroAccess.
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MetroAccess Performance

MetroAccess is a shared-ride service transporting people with disabilities

between specified addresses. MetroAccess has identified two key performance

measures: on-time performance and average cost per passenger.

On-time performance represents the frequency with which MetroAccess

services are provided within 15 minutes of the scheduled pick-up time. This

is a major indicator used to gauge overall performance. MetroAccess expects

on-time performance to improve in FY 2007 and 2008 as it realigns the

scheduling process and increases its fleet size.

Average cost per passenger represents the operating cost for

MetroAccess service per passenger and measures whether

MetroAccess is meeting the needs of its customers in a cost-

effective manner. MetroAccess expects average cost per passenger

to increase in FY 2008 as costs to provide the service rise.

However, MetroAccess staff is proposing to use available federal

funds for service improvements and initiatives to more efficiently

manage demand and resources.

MetroAccess Actions in FY 2008

In FY 2008, MetroAccess is undertaking the following actions to

improve performance and enhance customer service:

❚ The MetroAccess eligibility process will be realigned to

educate and enable consumers to use transit and community

transportation services to the extent their abilities allow.

❚ By offering attractive community transportation services through

partnerships, Metro can shift current MetroAccess demand to more

efficient transportation modes such as Metrorail and Metrobus.

MetroAccess expects on-time

performance to improve in FY

2007 and 2008 as it realigns

the scheduling process and

increases its fleet size.

MetroAccess staff is proposing

to use available federal funds

for service improvements and

initiatives to more efficiently

manage demand and

resources.
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Metro Fare Policy

Metro’s proposed FY 2008 budget will require critical decisions by Metro

leadership and the Board of Directors. Metro staff is recommending a change

in Metro fare policy, with four guiding principles:

1. Maximize the number of transit trips for each dollar of operating assistance.

2. Maximize the use of existing capacity.

3. Collect revenue in the most cost-effective manner.

4. Maintain jurisdictional/social equity.

Two possible solutions

Metro staff has identified two approaches to raising fares:

1. An across-the-board approach in which each fare is raised by a

proportional amount.

2. A targeted increase that will help Metro grow and retain ridership in

highly price sensitive markets.

Following the four fare policy guiding principles, Metro staff recommends

the second solution.

What are the key benefits of the proposed fare policy changes?

❚ Minimize the impact of fare changes on Metro’s most price sensitive

customers and those who use SmartTrip®.

❚ Lower fares in the off-peak.

❚ Encourage bus customers to use SmarTrip®, improving bus operations.

❚ Reduce fare evasion and lower operating costs.

Metro Fare Policy
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What are the key changes in the proposal?

❚ Increase fares for customers paying with SmarTrip® at a lower rate than

those paying cash. Metrobus customers paying with SmarTrip® will not see

a fare increase and Metrorail customers paying with SmarTrip® will see a

reduced fare increase.

❚ Provide rail-to-bus transfers and bus-to-bus transfers on SmarTrip® only,

reducing costs and fare evasion.

❚ Eliminate the One Day bus pass, reducing costs and fare evasion.

❚ Eliminate tokens on Metrobus.

❚ Institute a core area charge for any passenger trip into, within and out of

the core (bolded in map on right). This charge is intended to minimize the

impact of a fare increase on reverse commuters.

❚ Reduce the fare for most off-peak trips.

❚ Charge non-Metro customers a higher parking fee than

Metro customers.

❚ Charge a premium for short-term, metered parking.

How much will this raise fares?

The proposed fare increase will raise a total $64 million. This will be Metro’s

first fare increase in three years and an average increase of roughly four percent

per year since FY 2005. Average fares will increase by 32 cents for Metrorail

and five cents for Metrobus. There is no impact on MetroAccess and parking

fees will increase by 75 cents.

Metrobus

Revenue: $4.6 million
Average Fare: from $0.81 to $0.86
Impact on Ridership: -3.1%

MetroAccess

Revenue: No change
Average Fare: $2.50
Impact on Ridership: None

Metrorail

Revenue: $50.6 million
Average Fare: from $1.95 to $2.27
Impact on Ridership: -3.6%

Parking

Revenue: $8.8 million
Average Fee: from $3.67 to $4.42
Impact on Ridership: Negligible

CORE AREA CHARGE

Metro proposes to institute a

core area charge for any

passenger trip into, within and

out of the core. This charge is

intended to minimize the

impact of a fare increase on

reverse commuters.
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Proposed FY 2008 Capital Budget

Metro’s proposed FY 2008 capital budget is $734 million. The capital budget is

linked to six major areas:

1. Infrastructure Renewal Program ($280 million): maintains, rehabilitates

and replaces Metro’s infrastructure, trains and buses.  This program includes

funds for procurement of hybrid-electric buses, replacement of bus and rail

support equipment, track work, rehabilitation of tunnels and aerial

structures, communications upgrades and security improvements.

2. Debt Service/Financing ($206 million): includes financing associated with

the Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act of 1998

(TIFIA). In FY 2000, Metro received a TIFIA loan guarantee to accelerate

the Infrastructure Renewal Program. Metro is in the process of retiring this

loan guarantee.

3. Eight-Car Trains ($182 million): will allow Metrorail to add 184 new rail

cars and have fifty percent of its peak hour trains operating in an eight-car

configuration by December 2008. Eight-car trains will significantly

increase Metrorail’s passenger carrying capability and reduce crowding on

station platforms. This program also includes funds for power system

upgrades and maintenance yard expansion to support 8-car train operations.

4. Bus Improvements ($48 million): includes procurement of new buses and

construction of a new bus storage and maintenance facility in Fairfax

County, Virginia. The new bus facility will be a joint-use facility with the

Fairfax County government. This program also includes a variety of bus

stop improvements and the development of Intelligent Transportation

System features at various transit centers.

5. Program Management ($15 million): capital program professional

management support and financial consultants/fees for Metro’s

financing activities.

6. Jurisdictional Sponsored Projects ($3 million): includes planning and

development funds for capital projects sponsored by local jurisdictions.

Metro’s proposed FY 2008

capital budget is $734 million.
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Reporting on the Capital Budget

Internal Reporting

❚ Staff provides quarterly reports on the capital budget to the Board of

Directors’ Budget Committee.

❚ Throughout the year, project managers provide in-depth reports on their

projects to the Board Budget Committee and Planning and Development

Committee.

External Reporting

❚ Quarterly, Metro’s General Manager and appropriate staff meet with

Federal Transit Administration (FTA) officials to discuss the status of

federally-funded projects.

❚ Each month, Metro staff meets the FTA’s Project Management Oversight

team to discuss federally-funded projects.

❚ Metro meets regularly with members of the JCC to discuss various Metro

capital projects.

Managing the Capital Budget

Metro has recently established an internal Capital Program Advisory

Committee to give guidance to staff during the development of the annual

capital budget. In September 2006, Metro presented a framework for managing

the capital improvement program to the Board of Directors that will:

❚ Reduce the funding shortfall identified within the capital program.

❚ Meet critical safety needs and all legal mandates.

❚ Keep existing customers by improving reliability and service.

❚ Develop projects to attract and accommodate new customers.

❚ Reinvest in infrastructure to reduce future costs.
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Metro receives both operating and capital support from the states and

jurisdictions participating in its Interstate Compact agreement.

District of Columbia

Funds are appropriated each year by the District of Columbia City Council.

Maryland

Funds are appropriated each year by the Maryland General Assembly. Funds

come from the Maryland Department of Transportation’s Transportation Trust

Fund (TTF). Most of the TTF revenue comes from motor fuel tax receipts,

titling tax receipts, vehicle registration fees, and the corporate income tax.

Virginia

Five jurisdictions in Virginia support Metro: Arlington County, the City of

Alexandria, Fairfax City, Fairfax County and the City of Falls Church.

Funds are provided to the Northern Virginia Transportation Commission to

supplement the Virginia localities’ share of support to Metro.

Summary of State/Local Support

Operating Budget Capital Budget

District of Columbia

Maryland

Virginia
  City of Alexandria
  Arlington County
  Fairfax City
  Fairfax County
  City of Falls Church

SUBTOTAL

TOTAL

($ in millions)

FY 08

$61.5

$60.2

$7.4
14.7

0.3
23.3

0.5

$46.3

$167.9

FY 08

$201.6

$199.3

$21.6
36.5

1.1
65.5

1.6

$126.3

$527.3

SUMMARY OF STATE/LOCAL SUPPORT

($ in millions)

Notes: Numbers may not sum to total due to rounding. Operating support
assumes proposed fare increase and includes debt service.
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Dedicated Funding

Transit Agency Share of Total Budget
from Dedicated Funds

Dallas Area Rapid Transit Authority (DART) 76.6%

Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (LA Metro) 52.2%

Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) 36.5%

Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) 26.1%

San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District (BART) 22.0%

New York City Transit (MTA-NYC Transit) 19.7%

Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority (SEPTA) 12.0%

Metro 1.6%

Source:  Brookings Institution

The states and jurisdictions participating in Metro’s Interstate Compact and

the federal government provide a tremendous level of financial support.

Without this support, Metro would be unable to operate its system and

invest in its infrastructure. However, Metro is now facing serious long-term

financial difficulties, especially in the area of capital reinvestment. The

region has been working with the U.S. Congress to increase federal funding,

matched with dedicated funding from Maryland, Virgina and the District of

Columbia to improve Metro’s financial stability.

Metro is the only major transit system in the United States without a

significant dedicated funding stream. Metro receives less than two percent of

its budget from dedicated funds.

In Northern Virginia, a two

percent sales tax is levied on

gasoline sellers and retailers (in

addition to the 17.5¢ Virginia

state tax). The Northern Virginia

Transportation Commission uses

these funds to supplement the

Virginia localities’ share of Metro

operating budget support.

As shown in the table on the

right, Metro receives far less

revenue from dedicated funding than other major U.S. transit systems.

Absent a source of dedicated funding, it is difficult for Metro to engage in

long term capital planning.

To avoid future funding crises, the region and the Congress have begun to

consider increasing federal and state financial support for Metro beyond the

current level of effort. This new level of effort would serve as a dedicated

funding source for Metro. In order to provide Metro with dedicated funding,

the region and federal government must continue their discussions and enact

appropriate legislation.
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Next Steps in the Budget Development/Approval Process

December

Presentation on FY 2008 Proposed Budget to Board Budget Committee 12/14/06

Mail out draft Metro Matters Annual Work Plan to jurisdictions 12/15/06

January

Presentation on fare policy and possible service changes 1/11/07

Detailed review of revenue, expenses and unfunded operating items 1/11/07

Mail out Proposed Budget for review and comments 1/11/07

Special Board Budget Committee meeting (if necessary) 1/18/07

Board authorizes General Manager to conduct public hearings on

   fare policy and service changes 1/25/07

February

Detailed review of compensation and performance measures 2/1/07

Review of service levels for bus, rail and paratransit 2/1/07

Capital Improvement Program (CIP) update with policy discussion

    on debt levels and project deferrals 2/1/07

Special Board Budget Committee meeting (if necessary) 2/15/07

Fare policy and service change public hearings 2/22/07-3/1/07

March

Approval of FY 2008 Metro Matters Annual Work Plan 3/1/07

Proposed Operating Budget - Cost and Revenue Update 3/1/07

Detailed review of subsidy and deferred revenue 3/1/07

Special Board Budget Committee meeting (if necessary) 3/15/07

Receive jurisdictional comments on FY 2008 Proposed Budget 3/16/07

Close public record on fare policy and service changes 3/16/07

April

Proposed Operating Budget - Cost and Revenue Update 4/5/07

Staff report on fare policy and service change public hearings 4/5/07

Special Board Budget Committee meeting (if necessary) 4/19/07

May

Proposed Operating Budget and CIP Update 5/3/07

Submit FY 2008 Proposed Operating and Capital Budget to full Board for approval 5/3/07

Board approval of the FY 2008 Proposed Budget 5/10/07

July

Approved FY 2008 Budget becomes effective 7/1/07
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Operating Budget Appendix
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Capital Budget Appendix
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Management Actions to Reduce/Eliminate Inefficient ServiceManagement Actions to Reduce/Eliminate Inefficient ServiceManagement Actions to Reduce/Eliminate Inefficient ServiceManagement Actions to Reduce/Eliminate Inefficient ServiceManagement Actions to Reduce/Eliminate Inefficient Service

In FY 2008, Metro is proposing $13.6 million in service reductions. This includes $7.1 million
for Metrobus and $6.5 million for Metrorail.

FY 2008 Proposed Service ReductionsFY 2008 Proposed Service ReductionsFY 2008 Proposed Service ReductionsFY 2008 Proposed Service ReductionsFY 2008 Proposed Service Reductions

Bus ServiceBus ServiceBus ServiceBus ServiceBus Service
Under Performing Routes
Strategic Buses Reduction
Reduce Holiday Service
SubtotalSubtotalSubtotalSubtotalSubtotal

Rail ServiceRail ServiceRail ServiceRail ServiceRail Service
New Car Substitution
Weekend Service Hours
Close Underutilized Station Entrances
Reduce Holiday Service
SubtotalSubtotalSubtotalSubtotalSubtotal

TOTAL SERVICE REDUCTIONSTOTAL SERVICE REDUCTIONSTOTAL SERVICE REDUCTIONSTOTAL SERVICE REDUCTIONSTOTAL SERVICE REDUCTIONS

Metrobus Service ReductionsMetrobus Service ReductionsMetrobus Service ReductionsMetrobus Service ReductionsMetrobus Service Reductions

Metro has five criteria to measure bus productivity: (1) route carries fewer than 300 passengers
per day; (2) route carries fewer than 1.3 passengers per revenue mile; (3) route carries fewer
than 10 passengers per trip; (4) subsidy per passenger exceeds $4.80; and (5) cost recovery
for the route is less than 12.4%.  Metrobus is proposing three actions to reduce service:

· Eliminate routes failing to meet four out of five performance measures of productivity. Virginia
routes: West Falls Church Shuttle (26 W); Vienna-Oakton (2 W); Kings Park (17A, B, F, M);
Centerville North (12 C, D); Pimmit Hills (3 T); E. Falls Church Shuttle (26 A-E); McLean
Ham/E. Falls Church (24 T); L RKY Run-Vienna (12 L and M); and Springfield (18E and F).
District routes:  Adams Morgan U St. Link (98). Routes to be eliminated cost between $5.19
and $12.56 per passenger while the average of all bus routes costs $1.83 per passenger.

· Reduce number of strategic buses from 25 to 13. The purchase of new buses has improved
the quality and reliability of the bus fleet, reducing the need for back-up buses.

· Scale back bus service on four holidays (Columbus, Veterans, Martin Luther King, and
Presidents Day) and revert to holiday fares.

Metrorail Service ReductionsMetrorail Service ReductionsMetrorail Service ReductionsMetrorail Service ReductionsMetrorail Service Reductions

Metrorail is proposing to: (1) substitute new cars for out-of-service overhaul cars due to a shortage
in the number of rail cars available;(2) open on weekends at 8 a.m.; (3) close underutilized
station entrances on weekends; and (4) scale back rail service on four holidays (Columbus,
Veterans, Martin Luther King, and Presidents Day) and revert to holiday fares.

($ in millions)
($5.4)

(1.4)
   (0.3)

($7.1)($7.1)($7.1)($7.1)($7.1)

($3.9)
(1.8)
(0.5)

   (0.3)
($6.5)($6.5)($6.5)($6.5)($6.5)

($13.6)($13.6)($13.6)($13.6)($13.6)

Service Reductions Appendix
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Fare Proposal Appendix

Metrorail Fare Proposal Comparison - Peak Period

Across
   the

Current Board Proposed

Vienna to Metro Center $3.55 $4.20 $4.35
Clarendon to Metro Center $1.55 $1.85 $2.10
Franconia-Springfield to Metro Center $3.60 $4.25 $4.35
King St to Metro Center $2.35 $2.80 $3.00
Shady Grove to Metro Center $3.90 $4.60 $4.70
Silver Spring to Metro Center $2.30 $2.75 $2.95
Branch Ave to Metro Center $2.60 $3.05 $3.25
West Hyattsville to Metro Center $2.05 $2.40 $2.60
Largo to Metro Center $2.95 $3.50 $3.65
Cheverly to Metro Center $2.25 $2.65 $2.85
Rhode Island Ave to Metro Center $1.35 $1.60 $1.85
Anacostia to Metro Center $1.45 $1.70 $1.95
Vienna to Ballston $2.60 $3.05 $2.90
Franconia-Springfield to Crystal City $2.85 $3.35 $3.15
Clarendon to King St $2.35 $2.75 $2.60
Benning Rd to Columbia Heights $2.25 $2.65 $2.50
Branch Ave to U St $2.80 $3.30 $3.15
Wheaton to Silver Spring $1.40 $1.65 $1.55
Rhode Island Ave to Silver Spring $1.90 $2.25 $2.10

Metrorail Fare Proposal Comparison - Off-Peak

Across
    the

Current Board Proposed

Vienna to Metro Center $2.35 $2.75 $2.80
Clarendon to Metro Center $1.35 $1.60 $1.40
Franconia-Springfield to Metro Center $2.35 $2.75 $2.80
King St to Metro Center $1.85 $2.15 $2.00
Shady Grove to Metro Center $2.35 $2.75 $3.00
Silver Spring to Metro Center $1.85 $2.15 $1.95
Branch Ave to Metro Center $1.85 $2.15 $2.15
West Hyattsville to Metro Center $1.35 $1.60 $1.80
Largo to Metro Center $2.35 $2.75 $2.40
Cheverly to Metro Center $1.85 $2.15 $1.90
Rhode Island Ave to Metro Center $1.35 $1.60 $1.25
Anacostia to Metro Center $1.35 $1.60 $1.30
Vienna to Ballston $1.85 $2.15 $2.15
Franconia-Springfield to Crystal City $2.35 $2.75 $2.30
Clarendon to King St $1.85 $2.15 $1.95
Benning Rd to Columbia Heights $1.85 $2.15 $1.90
Branch Ave to U St $2.35 $2.75 $2.30
Wheaton to Silver Spring $1.35 $1.60 $1.30
Rhode Island Ave to Silver Spring $1.35 $1.60 $1.65
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AGENDA ITEM #13 

 
MEMORANDUM 

 
TO:  Chairman Connolly and NVTC Commissioners 
 
FROM: Rick Taube  
 
DATE: December 28, 2006 
 
SUBJECT: Regional Transportation Items. 
             
 

A. Transportation Technology Summit. 
 

On December 7th and 8th, 2006, the Center for Innovative Technology 
hosted a Transportation Technology Roundtable at their Herndon 
headquarters.  The purpose of this event was to bring together 
numerous transportation and technology professionals from public and 
private organizations across Virginia, to focus on this stated goal: “To 
identify and prioritize opportunities for public-private partnership-based 
congestion relief projects in Northern Virginia that provide results 
quicker, more effectively and at lower costs.”  NVTC staff attended 
both days of the Roundtable. 

  
The first day consisted mainly of presentations from Secretary Homer, 
DRPT, VDOT and MWCOG, which served to illustrate the depth and 
seriousness of the transportation issues facing the region.  There was 
a great deal of interesting and important information presented, some 
of which was surprising.  For example, one slide stated that a four 
percent drop in demand for our region’s road network would lead to a 
reduction in congestion-related delays of over 50%!  The remainder of 
the first day consisted of a brief question and answer period following 
the presentations. 
 
The second day again began with presentations, this time from FHWA, 
ITS America, and APTA.  Again, the main theme was the 
transportation challenges facing the region, with an emphasis on 
technology-related solutions.  Attendees were then assigned to 
breakout groups, and charged with the task of coming up with short 
and long term solutions to address both the supply and demand side of 
the transportation issues.  After 90 minutes of intense discussion  
 



 

 

2

 

 
among the breakout groups, the attendees were again assembled in 
the main meeting room, and one representative from each of the four 
breakout groups reported back the results of their group’s discussions.  
Telecommuting, telework centers, improved incident management, and 
better traveler information systems were the most commonly 
mentioned solutions from the breakout groups. 
 
The session concluded with remarks from Secretary Homer and 
Technology Secretary Anish Chopra thanking the participants, and 
calling on all attendees to continue their important work toward the 
stated goal of congestion relief in Northern Virginia. 
 

B. National Surface Transportation Policy and Revenue Study 
Commission. 

 
This commission, established by Congress in SAFETEA-LU, is due to 
report to Congress and the President by the end of 2007.  NVTC’s 
executive director has been invited to serve on a Blue Ribbon Panel of 
Transportation Experts.  Details are attached. 

 
C. Urban Partnership Agreements. 
 

The USDOT has announced more details about its program to 
encourage pilot projects of value pricing in congested urban areas.  
NVTC will host a meeting of state, regional and local staff on January 
5th to begin to consider whether the region should seek to participate.   
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AGENDA ITEM #14 

 
MEMORANDUM 

 
TO:  Chairman Connolly and NVTC Commissioners 
 
FROM: Scott Kalkwarf and Colethia Quarles  
 
DATE: December 28, 2006 
 
SUBJECT: NVTC Financial Reports for November, 2006. 
             

 
The reports are attached for your information. 

 



Northern Virginia Transportation 
Commission

Financial Reports
November, 2006
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Percentage of FY 2007 NVTC Administrative Budget Used
November, 2006

(Target 41.66% or less)

0% 8% 17% 25% 33% 42% 50% 58% 67% 75% 83% 92% 100%

Personnel Costs

Administrative and Allocated
Costs

Contract Services

TOTAL EXPENSES

Note:  Refer to pages 2 and 3 for details



NORTHERN VIRGINIA TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
G&A BUDGET VARIANCE REPORT

November, 2006

Current Year Annual Balance Balance
Month To Date Budget Available %

Personnel Costs
Salaries 59,787.62$            277,542.70$     649,150.00$     371,607.30$     57.2%
Temporary Employee Services -                         -                   1,000.00           1,000.00           100.0%
       Total Personnel Costs 59,787.62              277,542.70       650,150.00       372,607.30       57.3%

Benefits
Employer's Contributions:
FICA 3,073.49                17,772.24         45,700.00         27,927.76         61.1%
Group Health Insurance 2,975.47                19,110.51         70,500.00         51,389.49         72.9%
Retirement 3,433.21                21,489.50         49,500.00         28,010.50         56.6%
Workmans & Unemployment Compensation -                         1,092.00           4,250.00           3,158.00           74.3%
Life Insurance 273.72                   1,403.05           3,500.00           2,096.95           59.9%
Long Term Disability Insurance 277.16                   1,374.32           4,400.00           3,025.68           68.8%
       Total Benefit Costs 10,033.05              62,241.62         177,850.00       115,608.38       65.0%

Administrative Costs 
Commissioners Per Diem 1,650.00                5,250.00           21,700.00         16,450.00         75.8%

Rents: 15,056.20             72,646.60        174,400.00      101,753.40      58.3%
     Office Rent 13,364.20              67,054.60         162,900.00       95,845.40         58.8%
     Parking 1,692.00                5,592.00           11,500.00         5,908.00           51.4%

Insurance: 100.00                  703.00             4,900.00          4,197.00          85.7%
     Public Official Bonds 100.00                   500.00              3,200.00           2,700.00           84.4%
     Liability and Property -                         203.00              1,700.00           1,497.00           88.1%

Travel: 758.08                  5,182.52          22,950.00        17,767.48        77.4%
     Conference Registration -                         1,315.00           2,000.00           685.00              34.3%
     Conference Travel 76.00                     2,277.64           5,000.00           2,722.36           54.4%
     Local Meetings & Related Expenses 582.08                   1,426.35           12,200.00         10,773.65         88.3%
     Training & Professional Development 100.00                   163.53              3,750.00           3,586.47           95.6%

Communication: 1,232.36               4,327.29          10,600.00        6,272.71          59.2%
     Postage 657.92                   1,496.88           4,600.00           3,103.12           67.5%
     Telephone - LD 110.84                   527.01              1,300.00           772.99              59.5%
     Telephone - Local 463.60                   2,303.40           4,700.00           2,396.60           51.0%

Publications & Supplies 564.02                  4,525.79          29,800.00        25,274.21        84.8%
     Office Supplies -                         535.99              4,300.00           3,764.01           87.5%
     Duplication 564.02                   3,989.80           15,500.00         11,510.20         74.3%
     Public Information -                         -                   10,000.00         10,000.00         100.0%
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NORTHERN VIRGINIA TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
G&A BUDGET VARIANCE REPORT

November, 2006

Current Year Annual Balance Balance
Month To Date Budget Available %

Operations: 1,133.09               3,131.59          23,800.00        20,668.41        86.8%
     Furniture and Equipment 151.19                   151.19              7,800.00           7,648.81           98.1%
     Repairs and Maintenance 475.00                   1,410.71           1,000.00           (410.71)            -41.1%
     Computers 506.90                   1,569.69           15,000.00         13,430.31         89.5%

Other General and Administrative 325.93                  2,597.81          6,400.00          3,802.19          59.4%
     Subscriptions -                         -                   400.00              400.00              100.0%
     Memberships 140.00                   1,483.00           1,400.00           (83.00)              -5.9%
     Fees and Miscellaneous 185.93                   1,114.81           2,800.00           1,685.19           60.2%
     Advertising (Personnel/Procurement) -                         -                   1,800.00           1,800.00           100.0%
     40th Anniversary -                         -                   -                   -                   0
       Total Administrative Costs 20,819.68              98,364.60         294,550.00       196,185.40       66.6%

Contracting Services
Auditing 3,025.00                10,525.00         16,200.00         5,675.00           35.0%
Consultants - Technical -                         -                   1,000.00           1,000.00           100.0%
Legal -                         -                   1,000.00           1,000.00           100.0%
       Total Contract Services 3,025.00                10,525.00         18,200.00         7,675.00           42.2%

          Total Gross G&A Expenses 93,665.35$            448,673.92$     1,140,750.00$  692,076.08$     60.7%

3                   



NVTC
RECEIPTS and DISBURSEMENTS
November, 2006

Payer/ Wachovia Wachovia VA LGIP
Date Payee  Purpose (Checking) (Savings) G&A / Project Trusts

RECEIPTS
2 City of Fairfax G&A contribution 3,587.00$               

17 DRPT FTM/Admin grant receipt 4,934,301.00          
17 VRE Staff support 7,651.81                 
20 Dept. of Taxation Motor vehicle fuels sales tax receipt 2,922,197.67          
30 Banks November interest 1,095.88                 3,500.13               369,503.78             

-                         12,334.69               3,500.13               8,226,002.45          

DISBURSEMENTS
1-30 Various NVTC project and administration (135,730.46)           

1 VHB Consulting - TransAction (39,998.61)             
16 City of Fairfax Other operating (143,461.91)            
17 Vollmer Assoc. Consulting - Bus Data (13,329.20)             
30 Wachovia Bank November service fees (34.75)                    

(189,093.02)           -                          -                        (143,461.91)            

TRANSFERS
1 Transfer From LGIP to checking 103,000.00            (103,000.00)          
9 Transfer From LGIP to checking 38,000.00              (38,000.00)            

22 Transfer From LGIP to checking 55,000.00              (55,000.00)            
196,000.00            -                          (196,000.00)          -                          

NET INCREASE (DECREASE) FOR MONTH 6,906.98$              12,334.69$             (192,499.87)$        8,082,540.54$        
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NVTC
INVESTMENT REPORT

November, 2006

Balance Increase Balance NVTC Jurisdictions Loudoun
Type Rate 10/31/2006 (Decrease) 11/30/2006 G&A/Project Trust Fund Trust Fund

Cash Deposits

Wachovia:  NVTC Checking    N/A 23,466.36$          6,906.98$                  30,373.34$          30,373.34$             -$                           -$                        

Wachovia:  NVTC Savings 4.70% 283,805.96          12,334.69                  296,140.65          296,140.65             -                             -                          
  

Investments - State Pool

Nations Bank - LGIP 5.27% 83,010,356.89     7,890,040.67             90,900,397.56     760,148.38             60,101,648.18            30,038,601.00        

83,317,629.21$  7,716,782.47$          91,226,911.55$  1,086,662.37$       60,101,648.18$         30,038,601.00$     

-                          
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NVTC MONTHLY GAS TAX REVENUE
ALL JURISDICTIONS

FISCAL YEARS 2004-2007
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Monthly Revenue 12 Month Average
Note: Taxes shown as received by NVTC in a particular 
month are collected two months earlier by the 
Commonwealth.

*Sept. – Dec. are estimated by Taxation.  Jan. 
includes the reconciliation payment and a 
taxpayer settlement.                                            
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NVTC MONTHLY GAS TAX REVENUE
FAIRFAX COUNTY

FISCAL YEARS 2004-2007
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adjustment..                                                    
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NVTC MONTHLY GAS TAX REVENUE
CITY OF ALEXANDRIA

FISCAL YEARS 2004-2007
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month are collected two months earlier by the 
Commonwealth.
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NVTC MONTHLY GAS TAX REVENUE
ARLINGTON COUNTY

FISCAL YEARS 2004-2007
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Note: Taxes shown as received by NVTC in a particular 
month are collected two months earlier by the 
Commonwealth.

*Sept. – Dec. are estimated by Taxation.  Jan. 
includes the reconciliation payment and a 
taxpayer settlement.                                            
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NVTC MONTHLY GAS TAX REVENUE
CITY OF FAIRFAX

FISCAL YEARS 2004-2007
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month are collected two months earlier by the 
Commonwealth.

*Sept. – Dec. are estimated by Taxation.  Jan. 
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NVTC MONTHLY GAS TAX REVENUE
CITY OF FALLS CHURCH
FISCAL YEARS 2004-2007
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*Sept. – Dec. are estimated by Taxation.  Jan. 
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NVTC MONTHLY GAS TAX REVENUE
LOUDOUN COUNTY

FISCAL YEARS 2004-2007
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Note: Taxes shown as received by NVTC in a particular 
month are collected two months earlier by the 
Commonwealth.

*Sept. – Dec. are estimated by Taxation.  
Jan. includes the reconciliation payment 
and a taxpayer settlement.                                      
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